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Welcome to our 2021 Asian Studies catalog.
As part of our efforts to showcase our books in the best possible manner,
we've shifted our approach to our subject catalogs. All our forthcoming, new,
and recent books published in Asian Studies are here, of course, as well as
articles written by some of our authors, Q&A sessions with others, and some
short excerpts from books. We think these additions give you a better sense
of our authors. It’s all part of the experience of being part of CUP family.
If you see this symbol
we have a podcast with that author. If you're
viewing this catalog on ISSUU you can click the symbol to listen. Otherwise,
download the podcast from your preferred platform.
Look to the bottom right corner of each page to see if we think that book is
suitable for classroom use. Check out the top left of the page and you'll see if the
book is available as an open access ebook or it's one of our recent bestsellers.
Enjoy browsing!

MEET OUR ACQUIRING EDITORS
IN ASIAN STUDIES

Emily Andrew
Senior Editor
ea424@cornell.edu

Sarah Grossman
Acquisitions Editor, SEAP
Publications
sg265@cornell.edu

Jim Lance
Senior Editor
jml554@cornell.edu
@JimLance554

NIU
PRESS

Alexis Siemon
Managing Editor, Cornell
East Asia Series
kas578@cornell.edu

Amy Farranto
Acquisitions Editor,
Northern Illinois
University Press
afarranto@niu.edu

Invite These Authors to Speak to Your Class
Cornell University Press is connecting our authors with academics and students in their disciplines. Authors who are participating in this initiative have indicated their willingness to speak
to a class on the subject covered in their book (or something else that is relevant). These
presentations will be conducted via an online meeting application.
Listed below are our authors in the field of Asian Studies who have graciously offered their
time should you wish them to speak to your class.
If you invite an author listed here to speak to your class we'll send you a 40 percent discount
code for attendees to purchase the author's book. For more information visit our website or
look for the this symbol
on pages in this catalog and click on the link.
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Governing the Dead
Martyrs, Memorials, and Necrocitizenship in
Modern China
Linh D. Vu

In Governing the Dead, Linh D. Vu explains how the Chinese
Nationalist regime consolidated control by honoring its millions of war dead, allowing China to emerge rapidly from the
wreckage of the first half of the twentieth century to become
a powerful state, supported by strong nationalistic sentiment
and institutional infrastructure.
The fall of the empire, internecine conf licts, foreign invasion, and war-related disasters claimed twenty to thirty million
Chinese lives. Vu draws on government records, newspapers,
and petition letters from mourning families to analyze how
the Nationalist regime's commemoration of the dead and compensation of the bereaved actually fortified its central authority.
By enshrining the victims of violence as national ancestors,
the Republic of China connected citizenship to the idea of the
nation, promoting loyalty to the "imagined community." The
regime constructed China's first public military cemetery and
hundreds of martyrs' shrines, collectively mourned millions
of fallen soldiers and civilians, and disbursed millions of yuan
to tens of thousands of widows and orphans. The regime thus
exerted control over the living by creating the state apparatus
necessary to manage the dead.
Although the Communist forces prevailed in 1949, the
Nationalists had already laid the foundation for the modern
nation-state through their governance of dead citizens. The Nationalist policies of glorifying and compensating the loyal dead
in an age of catastrophic destruction left an important legacy:
violence came to be celebrated rather than lamented.

"An impressive book, underpinned by very
rich archival work, that explores what it
meant to incorporate the martyred dead
into the common political body of the nation."—Rana Mitter, University of Oxford,
author of China's Good War
"Governing the Dead makes an essential
contribution not only to Chinese history,
but to the general history of war and commemoration. Chinese and military historians
alike must familiarize themselves with Linh D.
Vu's important work."—Edward A. McCord,
George Washington University, author of
Military Force and Elite Power in the Formation of Modern China

Linh D. Vu is Assistant Professor at Arizona State University's School of Historical, Philosophical and Religious Studies.

$49.95 hardcover | $24.99 ebook
294 pages, 6 x 9, 11 b&w halftones, 1 map
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Coming Home to a Foreign
Country
Xiamen and Returned Overseas Chinese,
1843–1938
Ong Soon Keong

Ong Soon Keong explores the unique position of the treaty port
Xiamen (Amoy) within the China-Southeast Asia migrant circuit and examines its role in the creation of Chinese diasporas.
Coming Home to a Foreign Country addresses how migration
affected those who moved out of China and later returned to
participate in the city's economic revitalization, educational advancement, and urban reconstruction. Ong shows how the mobility of overseas Chinese allowed them to shape their personal
and community identities for pragmatic and political gains. This
resulted in migrants who returned with new money, knowledge,
and visions acquired abroad, which changed the landscape of
their homeland and the lives of those who stayed.
Placing late Qing and Republican China in a transnational context, Coming Home to a Foreign Country explores the
multi-layered social and cultural interactions between China
and Southeast Asia. Ong investigates the role of Xiamen in the
creation of a China-Southeast Asia migrant circuit; the activities
of aspiring and returned migrants in Xiamen; the accumulation and manipulation of multiple identities by Southeast Asian
Chinese as political conditions changed; and the motivations
behind the return of Southeast Asian Chinese and their continual involvement in mainland Chinese affairs. For Chinese
migrants, Ong argues, the idea of "home" was something consciously constructed.
Ong complicates familiar narratives of Chinese history to
show how the emigration and return of overseas Chinese helped
transform Xiamen from a marginal trading outpost at the edge
of the Chinese empire to a modern, prosperous city and one of
the most important migration hubs by the 1930s.

Ong Soon Keong is Assistant Professor in the School of Humanities, Nanyang Technological University.

CORNELL EAST ASIA SERIES

$65.00 hardcover | $31.99 ebook
252 pages, 6 x 9, 5 b&w halftones, 1 map, 1 chart, 4 graphs
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"Coming Home to a Foreign Country provides
fresh insight into the history of Xiamen. Ong
makes a long overdue contribution, focusing
not only on trade and the movement of
commodities, but also on the movement
of people associated with Xiamen and the
impact of their activities on the city itself."—
Leander Seah, Stetson University
"Coming Home to a Foreign Country sheds
new light on the complex issue of identity
construction in diaspora by questioning
the fixity and givenness of nation and
native-place attachment. Ong's work represents a novel approach to the well-studied
topic of Chinese migration."—Eric C. Han,
William and Mary, author of Rise of a Japanese Chinatown

Our ebooks are available from wherever you
like to get your ebooks, including direct from
our website.
They're also just 50 percent of the
lowest print price.
So, read on!
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Performing Power: Face Masks, Everyday
Resistance, and Social Change
Arnout van der Meer

I

f there is one object that encapsulates the anxieties
of the year 2020, it is the face mask. Virtually absent
from our lives prior to March 2020, its subsequent rise
to ubiquity makes it hard to imagine public life without it
today. Instead of being widely embraced as an effective
health measure in the fight against a global pandemic,
the face mask turned into a controversial object, exposing deep social anxieties and divisions.
A recent New York Times editorial observed that future “historians will puzzle over the idea that mask-wearing in service of protecting all citizens was considered
by many to be a mark of oppression.” To historians and
social scientists, however, this is less puzzling when we
consider the issue of mask-wearing as a form of everyday resistance and a means to contest or strengthen
hegemonic status, power, and privilege.
People who choose not to wear a mask do so for a
variety of reasons, such as political orientation, science
denialism, their concerns over masculinity, and to protect individual liberty against government mandates.
In contrast, mask wearers might seek to signal support
for expert opinion and that individual liberty does not
mean freedom to infect others, especially when the disease disproportionally affects racial and ethnic minority groups. Clearly, although unfortunately, the debate
about face masks is not just a public health issue, but
about cultural beliefs, social values, identity, status, and
power.
It is precisely the everydayness of mask wearing that
makes it so fascinating. Our non-stop news cycle as well
as academic studies privilege more direct and obvious
forms of political and social resistance as protests, revolts, wars, and of course elections. But face masks direct our attention to the lived experience of people and
their interactions in daily life. The personal decision to
wear, or not to wear, a mask is a form of social communication. While the exact implications of the current
contentiousness of mask wearing are indeed something
for future historians to puzzle over, the study of the past
suggests how it might signal broad social change.
For instance, in my new book Performing Power, I
explore how the Dutch colonizer communicated colonial hegemony through language, manners, clothing,
material status symbols, and even physical gestures and
posture. Through this scripted performance of power,
authorities sought to affirm, uphold, and strengthen

BEHIND THE BOOK

colonial hierarchies of race, class, and gender. However,
the colonized were not mere extras in this colonial play.
Through acts of everyday resistance, such as speaking a
different language, withholding deference, and changing one’s appearance and consumer behavior, a new
generation of Indonesians successfully contested the
hegemonic colonial performance, and the racial and
gender inequalities that it sustained.
Crucially, my book suggests that instead of focusing
on political events as hinges of historical change, everyday discursive acts—exchanging a sarong for trousers,
speaking Dutch or Malay rather than Javanese, demanding a chair instead of sitting on the ground—reveal
a more pervasive moment of social transformation in
the year 1913. In the case of Indonesia, this means that
the so-called national awakening, the development of a
national consciousness during the final decades of colonialism, was not just a movement that a small political
elite incited from the top-down but also one that grew
out of a large social transformation from below. Thus, it
was through everyday encounters that new national, racial, social, religions and gender identities were actively
constructed.
The performance of power, however, is not just a
colonial phenomenon. A person’s conscious decision
about mask wearing, compliance with social distancing,
and efforts to be politically (in)correct are all part of the
performance of power in our time. As my work on colonial Indonesia suggests, these everyday forms of resistance challenge us to look beyond our current political
moment defined by presidential populism and look for
deeper and broader social changes, anxieties, and rifts
from which they sprang. Only then will future historians
be able to fully solve the puzzling refusal to wear a mask
during a global pandemic.

Performing Power
Cultural Hegemony, Identity, and Resistance
in Colonial Indonesia
Arnout Van Der Meer

Performing Power illuminates how colonial dominance in Indonesia was legitimized, maintained, negotiated, and contested
through the everyday staging and public performance of power
between the colonizer and colonized.
Arnout Van der Meer's Performing Power explores what
seemingly ordinary interactions reveal about the construction
of national, racial, social, religious, and gender identities as well
as the experience of modernity in colonial Indonesia. Through
acts of everyday resistance, such as speaking a different language, withholding deference, and changing one's appearance
and consumer behavior, a new generation of Indonesians contested the hegemonic colonial appropriation of local culture, and
the racial and gender inequalities that it sustained. Over time
these relationships of domination and subordination became
inverted, and by the twentieth century the Javanese used the
tropes of Dutch colonial behavior to subvert the administrative
hierarchy of the state.
Arnout van der Meer is an Assistant Professor of History
at Colby College.

"This book demonstrates that power and
resistance in colonial Indonesia during the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
was exercised in everyday interactions and
expressed concretely in the material world.
An important work that will be valuable for
scholars of Indonesia and of imperialism and
colonialism much more generally."—Heather
Streets-Salter, Northeastern University,
author of World War One in Southeast Asia
"Performing Power explores the changing
dynamics within the cultural spaces where
Europeans and representatives of a modernizing Javanese community interacted. It
gives new life and meaning to the condition
of colonial modernity and its relation to
Indonesian modernity and nationalism."—
Joost Coté, Monash University, co-author
of The Life and Work of Thomas Karsten

SOUTHE A ST A SIA PROG R A M PUBLIC ATIONS

$19.95 paperback | free ebook
300 pages, 6 x 9, 9 b&w halftones, 1 map
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Bestseller

Fluid Jurisdictions
Colonial Law and Arabs in Southeast Asia
Nurfadzil ah Yahaya

This wide-ranging, geographically ambitious book tells the story
of the Arab diaspora within the context of British and Dutch
colonialism, unpacking the community's ambiguous embrace of
European colonial authority in Southeast Asia. In Fluid Jurisdictions, Nurfadzilah Yahaya looks at colonial legal infrastructure
and discusses how it impacted, and was impacted by, Islam and
ethnicity. But more important, she follows the actors who used
this framework to advance their particular interests.
Yahaya explains why Arab minorities in the region helped
to fuel the entrenchment of European colonial legalities: their
itinerant lives made institutional records necessary. Securely
stored in centralized repositories, such records could be presented as evidence in legal disputes. To ensure accountability down
the line, Arab merchants valued notarial attestation land deeds,
inheritance papers, and marriage certificates by recognized state
officials. Colonial subjects continually played one jurisdiction
against another, sometimes preferring that colonial legal authorities administer Islamic law—even against fellow Muslims.
Fluid Jurisdictions draws on lively material from multiple
international archives to demonstrate the interplay between colonial projections of order and their realities, Arab navigation
of legally plural systems in Southeast Asia and beyond, and the
fraught and deeply human struggles that played out between
family, religious, contract, and commercial legal orders.
Nurfadzil ah Yahaya is Assistant Professor in the Department of History at the National University of Singapore. Follow
her on Twitter @nfyahaya.

$49.95 hardcover | $24.99 ebook
270 pages, 6 x 9, 5 b&w halftones, 3 maps, 2 graphs
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"Enlivened with telling archival anecdotes and
visual materials, Fluid Jurisdictions provides a
compellingly textured history of individuals
struggling to navigate business and family
relations across shifting geographical and
cultural boundaries. Nurfadzilah Yahaya
writes with witty flair, making this both a
seminal work for the field and a true pleasure
to read."—Julia Stephens, Rutgers University, author of Governing Islam
"Fluid Jurisdictions tells a rich, detailed, and
original story about Arabs in Southeast Asia.
Weaving together a formidable diversity
of archival material, it makes a significant
contribution to world history, the study of
law and imperialism, Southeast Asian and
diaspora studies."—Iza Hussin, University
of Cambridge, author of The Politics of
Islamic Law

From Country to Nation
Ethnographic Studies, Kokugaku, and Spirits
in Nineteenth-Century Japan
Gideon Fujiwar a

From Country to Nation tracks the emergence of the modern
Japanese nation in the nineteenth century through the history
of some of its local aspirants. It explores how kokugaku (Japan
studies) scholars envisioned their place within Japan and the
globe, while living in a castle town and domain far north of the
political capital.
Gideon Fujiwara follows the story of Hirao Rosen and fellow
scholars in the northeastern domain of Tsugaru. On discovering
a newly "opened" Japan facing the dominant Western powers
and a defeated Qing China, Rosen and other Tsugaru intellectuals embraced kokugaku to secure a place for their local "country"
within the broader nation and to reorient their native Tsugaru
within the spiritual landscape of an Imperial Japan protected
by the gods.
Although Rosen and his fellows celebrated the rise of Imperial Japan, their resistance to the Western influence and
modernity embraced by the Meiji state ultimately resulted in
their own disorientation and estrangement. By analyzing their
writings—treatises, travelogues, letters, poetry, liturgies, and
diaries—alongside their artwork, Fujiwara reveals how this socially diverse group of scholars experienced the Meiji Restoration
from the peripheries.
Using compelling firsthand accounts, Fujiwara tells the story
of the rise of modern Japan, from the perspective of local intellectuals who envisioned their local "country" within a nation
that emerged as an empire of the modern world.
Gideon Fujiwar a is Associate Professor of History and Coordinator of Asian Studies at the University of Lethbridge.

CORNELL EAST ASIA SERIES

$55.00 hardcover | $26.99 ebook
292 pages, 6 x 9, 24 b&w halftones, 3 maps, 3 color plates

"Gideon Fujiwara presents entirely new
material in From Country to Nation by
examining the lives, times, and works of
nineteenth-century artists, poets, and
writers from Tsugaru in northern Japan
who found a voice in the Hirata Atsutane
school of Japan studies."—Anne Walthall,
University of California, Irvine
"From Country to Nation is part of a growing
literature on Kokugaku (nativism and nativist
thought, a protonationalist /anti-colonialist
movement in the form it took in the midlate nineteenth century). Gideon Fujiwara's
focus on Hirosaki/Tsugaru allows the reader
to understand how and why Atsutane's
thought appealed to local intellectual
and religious leaders and hence took root
in regional society."—Helen Hardacre,
Harvard University
"From Country to Nation presents
new information about an era (both
geographically and intellectually) that
has received scant attention in the West.
Gideon Fujiwara provides a compelling
argument about the importance of seeing
Hirata Kokugaku as a catalyst who helped
nudge a group of people in the Hirosaki area
toward modernization, rejecting the Bakufu
and restoring the Emperor."—John Bentley,
Northern Illinois University

C O R N E L L P R E S S .C O R N E L L . E D U
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Listen Up!
We'd really appreciate it if you listen to our
incredible podcast, featuring in-depth interviews
with literary studies authors and check-ins with
our acquiring editors in this important field.
Find the 1869 Podcast on iTunes, Spotify,
SoundCloud, or wherever you get your podcasts.

Keep an eye out for the

symbol!

Catching Up with Oliver Charbonneau

"I wish I had
been more
aware of
the many
challenges
presented by
the colonial
constitution of
the archives."

What’s your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?

How do you wish you could change the
field?

I enjoyed exploring the documents on
the relationship between the Ottoman
official Wajih al-Kilani and the US colonial administrator John Park Finley.
The book details it at length, but, in
shortened form, the story involves an
American military officer who fostered connections in Constantinople in
order to reform Islamic practices in the
Southern Philippines. The encounter
highlights the global constitution of US
empire in the early twentieth century
and suggests the value of looking beyond
a colony / metropole binary.

I hope my work brings more recognition
to the United States as an “empire among
empires” in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, both in terms of its
settler colonial and overseas manifestations. In particular, I’d like to see the
historiography of US empire more deeply
linked to developments in the European
/ Japanese / Ottoman empires during
the period. Beyond this, I hope the book
creates openings for new scholarship on
colonialism in the Southern Philippines
and, more broadly, generates discussions
about the ways that regions are historiographically peripheralized.

What do you wish you had known when
you started writing your book, that you
know now?
I wish I had been more aware of the
many challenges presented by the colonial constitution of the archives, particularly in terms of spaces (Mindanao
/ Sulu) that have been doubly marginalized in overlapping colonial and national
discourses. Writing the book was a crash
course in reading through, around, and
against monolithic archival narratives
and continuously broadening the sources
I drew from to improve representation. It
was challenging throughout and taught
me a lot that I plan to build on in future
projects.
C O R N E L L P R E S S .C O R N E L L . E D U
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Civilizational Imperatives
Americans, Moros, and the Colonial World
Oliver Charbonneau

In Civilizational Imperatives, Oliver Charbonneau reveals the
little-known history of the United States' colonization of the
Philippines' Muslim South in the early twentieth century. Often
referred to as Moroland, the Sulu Archipelago and the island of
Mindanao were sites of intense US engagement and laboratories
of colonial modernity during an age of global imperialism.
Exploring the complex relationship between colonizer and
colonized from the late nineteenth century until the eve of the
Second World War, Charbonneau argues that American power
in the Islamic Philippines rested upon a transformative vision
of colonial rule. Civilization, protection, and instruction became
watchwords for US military officers and civilian administrators,
who enacted fantasies of racial reform among the diverse societies of the region. Violence saturated their efforts to remake indigenous politics and culture, embedding itself into governance
strategies used across four decades. Although it took place on
the edges of the Philippine colonial state, this fraught civilizing mission did not occur in isolation. It shared structural and
ideological connections to US settler conquest in North America
and also borrowed liberally from European and Islamic empires.
These circuits of cultural, political, and institutional exchange—
accessed by colonial and anticolonial actors alike—gave empire
in the Southern Philippines its hybrid character.
Civilizational Imperatives is a story of colonization and connection, reaching across nations and empires in its examination
of a Southeast Asian space under US sovereignty. It presents an
innovative new portrait of the American empire's global dimensions and the many ways they shaped the colonial encounter in
the Southern Philippines.
Oliver Charbonneau is Lecturer in American History at the
University of Glasgow. Follow him on Twitter @olaferr.

TH E U NITED S TATES IN TH E WORLD

$45.00 hardcover | $21.99 ebook
304 pages, 6 x 9, 10 b&w halftones, 3 maps
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"Oliver Charbonneau has crafted the most
comprehensive study so far of the American
colonial experience among the Muslims in
the southern Philippine island of Mindano."—
Patricio N. Abinales, University of Hawai'i
at Mānoa, author of Orthodoxy and History
in the Muslim-Mindanao Narrative
"Civilizational Imperatives is the best book
that has ever been written about the
Southern Philippines. Charbonneau brings
a nuanced local knowledge of geography,
language, culture, and religion to help
us understand the region and its Muslim
residents, while also connecting that story
to big themes in Asian, Pacific, and world
history."—Christopher Capozzola, MIT,
author of Bound by War

Resurrecting Nagasaki
Reconstruction and the Formation of Atomic
Narratives
Chad R. Diehl

In Resurrecting Nagasaki, Chad R. Diehl explores the genesis
of narratives surrounding the atomic bombing of August 9,
1945, by following the individuals and groups who contributed
to the shaping of Nagasaki City's postwar identity. Municipal
officials, survivor-activist groups, the Catholic community, and
American occupation officials all interpreted the destruction
and reconstruction of the city from different, sometimes disparate perspectives. Diehl's analysis reveals how these atomic
narratives shaped both the way Nagasaki rebuilt and the ways
in which popular discourse on the atomic bombings framed the
city's experience for decades.
Chad R. Diehl is Assistant Professor of History at the University of Virginia. Follow him on Twitter @ProfDiehlLoyola.

"Diehl poses a deceptively simple question:
when considering the atomic bombings
of Japan in 1945, why does Hiroshima,
and not Nagasaki, come to mind? This
deeply researched and beautifully written
study of how different constituencies
in Nagasaki responded to the bomb
substantially enriches our understanding of
the only other atomically bombed city in
history."—Lori Watt, Director of East Asian
Studies and Associate Professor of History
and of International Studies, Washington
University in St. Louis
"Diehl immerses the reader deeply in the
look, sound, and feel of the city via his
‘social cartography’ of reconstruction in the
first twenty-five years after the bombing.
He makes the city and its inhabitants come
to life by showing the interactions of real
people, the dovetailing of unlikely interests
and interpretations, indeed the collusions
that produced Nagasaki's relationship with
its atomic past in ways that are significantly
different from Hiroshima’s."— Franziska
Seraphim, Associate Professor of History,
Boston College

STUDIES OF THE WEATHERHEAD EAST ASIAN INSTITUTE, COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY

$23.95 paperback | $11.99 ebook
234 pages, 6 x 9, 15 b&w halftones

GREAT FOR CL ASSROOM USE
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Cinema and the Cultural Cold War
US Diplomacy and the Origins of the Asian
Cinema Network
Sangjoon Lee

Cinema and the Cultural Cold War explores the ways in which
postwar Asian cinema was shaped by transnational collaborations and competitions between newly independent and colonial
states at the height of Cold War politics. Sangjoon Lee adopts
a simultaneously global and regional approach when analyzing the region's film cultures and industries. New economic
conditions in the Asian region and shared postwar experiences
among the early cinema entrepreneurs were influenced by Cold
War politics, US cultural diplomacy, and intensified cultural
flows during the 1950s and 1960s. By taking a closer look at the
cultural realities of this tumultuous period, Lee comprehensively reconstructs Asian film history in light of the international
relationships forged, broken, and re-established as the influence
of the non-aligned movement grew across the Cold War.
Lee elucidates how motion picture executives, creative personnel, policy makers, and intellectuals in East and Southeast
Asia aspired to industrialize their Hollywood-inspired system
in order to expand the market and raise the competitiveness of
their cultural products. They did this by forming the Federation of Motion Picture Producers in Asia, co-hosting the Asian
Film Festival, and co-producing films. Cinema and the Cultural
Cold War demonstrates that the emergence of the first intensive postwar film producers' network in Asia was, in large part,
the offspring of Cold War cultural politics and the product of
American hegemony.
Film festivals that took place in cities as diverse as Tokyo,
Singapore, Hong Kong, and Kuala Lumpur were annual showcases of cinematic talent as well as opportunities for the Central
Intelligence Agency to establish and maintain cultural, political, and institutional linkages between the United States and
Asia during the Cold War. Cinema and the Cultural Cold War
reanimates this almost-forgotten history of cinema and the film
industry in Asia.

"Cinema and the Cultural Cold War is an original and impressive study. Deeply researched
and carefully crafted, it uncovers the truly
transnational interplay of filmmakers, studio
heads, and policy strategists in East and
Southeast Asia during the height of the
Cold War."—Hiroshi Kitamura, College
of William & Mary, author of Screening
Enlightenment
"Sangjoon Lee has written an exciting and
well-conceived book that makes a compelling case that the dominance of national
film industry studies within film and cultural
studies has led to the neglect of a fascinating
and highly significant transregional network
of producers, directors, writers and journalists."—Penny Von Eschen, University of
Virginia, author of Satchmo Blows Up the
World

Sangjoon Lee is Assistant Professor at the Wee Kim Wee
School of Communication and Information, Nanyang Technological University. He is editor of Rediscovering Korean Cinema.
THE UNITED STATES IN THE WORLD

$28.95 paperback | $13.99 ebook
312 pages, 6 x 9, 25 b&w halftones
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China and the End of Global Silver,
1873–1937
Austin Dean

In the late nineteenth century, as much of the world adopted
some variant of the gold standard, China remained the most
populous country still using silver. Yet China had no unified
national currency; there was not one monetary standard but
many. Silver coins circulated alongside chunks of silver and
every transaction became an "encounter of wits."
China and the End of Global Silver, 1873–1937 focuses on how
officials, policy makers, bankers, merchants, academics, and
journalists in China and around the world answered a simple
question: how should China change its monetary system? Far
from a narrow, technical issue, Chinese monetary reform is
a dramatic story full of political revolutions, economic depressions, chance, and contingency. As different governments in
China attempted to create a unified monetary standard in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth century, the United States,
England, and Japan tried to shape the direction of Chinese
monetary reform for their own benefit. Austin Dean argues
convincingly that the Silver Era in world history ended owing
to the interaction of imperial competition in East Asia and the
state-building projects of different governments in China. When
the Nationalist government of China went off the silver standard
in 1935, it marked a key moment not just in Chinese history but
in world history.

"China and the End of Global Silver, 1873–1937
is solidly researched, clearly written, and addresses a major topic in world history. The
combination of American silver and Chinese demand helped create the first global
economy—this is the first systematic study
of how that story ended."—Mark Metzler,
University of Washington, author of Capital
as Will and Imagination

Austin Dean is Assistant Professor of History at the University
of Nevada, Las Vegas. Follow him on Twitter @TheLicentiate.

CORNELL STUDIES IN MONEY

$49.95 hardcover | $24.99 ebook
264 pages, 6 x 9, 5 b&w halftones
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The Afterlives of Empire in Contemporary China

A

Benno Weiner

t first blush, recent events in China’s far northwest region of Xinjiang and in Hong Kong off
its southeast coast might seem to have little in common. Citizens in Hong Kong have taken to
the streets to protest the erosion of the former British
colony’s special rights, while in Xinjiang the state has
implemented an unprecedented regime of securitization, surveillance, mass imprisonment, and forced labor
intended to erode the cultural identities of indigenous
Muslim communities and assimilate them into the
Chinese national body. Despite their differences, each
highlights the difficulties that the Chinese state has encountered convincing diverse peoples on the edges of
former empire(s) that they have a stake in the Chinese
nation.
The same can be said of Tibet which has been the site
of three major anti-state uprisings since 1949. Following
the most recent in 2008, over 150 Tibetans have self-immolated in protest against Chinese rule. As in Xinjiang,
the immediate causes of unrest in Tibet involve a host of
intertwined issues, from restrictions on religious practice
to economic and social dislocation, demographic transformation, ecological degradation, and fears of ethnocultural annihilation. However, as I demonstrate in my
book, The Chinese Revolution on the Tibetan Frontier,
they must also be understood in the context of seven
decades of failed efforts to fully integrate these regions
and their populations into first the socialist and now the
post-socialist Chinese nation.
The Chinese Revolution on the Tibetan Frontier focuses on the multicultural borderland region known
to Tibetan speakers as Amdo (largely present-day
Qinghai and southern Gansu provinces). In the 18th
century, Amdo was incorporated into the expanding
Qing Empire (1644-1912). However, as in most imperial
borderlands, imperial oversight was generally light and
rule was exercised indirectly through local powerbrokers
and religious leaders. After coming to power in 1949,
this was the challenge the Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) faced in Amdo and other non-Chinese regions
of the former Qing Empire: how to transform loosely
governed imperial possessions into component parts of
a unified, consolidated nation-state.
What I was surprised to discover is that Party leaders
initially understood this challenge. They realized that
nation-building could not be achieved through force
alone. Instead, it required the construction of narratives
and policies capable of convincing Amdo Tibetans of
their membership in a wider political community. The
CCP therefore adapted imperial strategies of rule, colBEHIND THE BOOK

lectively referred to as the United Front, as means to
“gradually,” “voluntarily,” and “organically” bridge the gap
between empire and nation. At the onset of the Great
Leap Forward in 1958, however, the United Front lost
out to revolutionary impatience that required more immediate paths to national integration and socialist transformation. This led to rapid communization, large-scale
rebellion, and its brutal pacification. Tens of thousands
were arrested; many thousands were killed. Rather than
a voluntary union, Amdo was integrated through the
widespread and often indiscriminate use of state violence, a violence that lingers in the living memory of
Amdo Tibetans and many others.
With the ascension of Deng Xiaoping’s reformist
regime in 1978, the CCP faced a daunting task that
demanded it bolsters the legitimacy of CCP rule while
attending to the widespread violence that had been
committed in its name. To do so, many of the victims of
Mao-era political campaigns were exonerated, including most of those implicated in the Amdo Rebellion.
In Amdo, however, the Party faced a different type of
crisis of faith than it did in predominantly ethnic Chinese regions—one that not only brought into question
the legitimacy of the CCP but also the terms under
which the region was included in the modern Chinese
nation-state. The United Front had been designed to
integrate Amdo Tibetans and others not just physically
into the socialist state but also psychologically into the
Chinese nation. In its place, the Party has been unable
to erase the memory of the violence committed during
its incorporation in 1958, nor articulate a narrative that
effectively convinces Tibetans of their membership in a
multi-ethnic Chinese nation.
Although Xinjiang, which like Amdo was brought
into the Qing Empire in the 18th century, has its own
distinct history, the parallels to Tibet are clear. And one
would have hoped that the lessons would be as well.
While ethnocultural violence can be an effective tool
of state-making, rarely is it a successful means of nation-building. Hong Kong, with its ethnic Chinese majority, might seem like an outlier. Yet, here too the legacy
of empire is central. Hong Kong was not “returned” to
China in 1997, as is often claimed. It was a British colony
that had never been part of the Chinese nation-state.
While many Hong Kong citizens are glad to have escaped British imperialism, they do not necessarily identify as Chinese nationals. The Party’s strategy should have
been to convince them of their stake in joining China.
By resorting to coercion, it instead runs the risk of reinforcing Hong Kong’s distinct identity while creating
generations who view China as a new imperial power,
much as do many Tibetans and Turkic Muslims.

Bestseller

The Chinese Revolution on the
Tibetan Frontier
A Steppe Empire in Central Europe, 567–822
Benno Weiner

In The Chinese Revolution on the Tibetan Frontier, Benno Weiner
provides the first in-depth study of an ethnic minority region
during the first decade of the People's Republic of China: the
Amdo region in the Sino-Tibetan borderland. Employing previously inaccessible local archives as well as other rare primary
sources, he demonstrates that the Communist Party's goal in
1950s Amdo was not just state-building, but also nation-building.
Such an objective required the construction of narratives and
policies capable of convincing Tibetans of their membership in
a wider political community.
As Weiner shows, however, early efforts to gradually and
organically transform a vast multiethnic empire into a singular
nation-state lost out to a revolutionary impatience, demanding
more immediate paths to national integration and socialist
transformation. This led in 1958 to communization, then to
large-scale rebellion and its brutal pacification. Rather than joining voluntarily, Amdo was integrated through the widespread,
often indiscriminate use of violence, a violence that lingers in
the living memory of Amdo Tibetans and others.
Benno Weiner is Assistant Professor in the Department of
History at Carnegie Mellon University and co-editor of Conf licting Memories.

"The Chinese Revolution on the Tibetan Frontier is one of the few accounts in English of
the relatively neglected watershed year of
1958, when the so-called Chinese revolution was actually brought to non-Chinese
communities in the western frontier zone.
Compellingly narrated, this book has
remarkable contemporary relevance."—
Charlene Makley, Reed College, author of
The Battle for Fortune
"Weiner has done an exceptional job piecing
together a coherent, chronological narrative
from fragmented, value-laden archival
documents, reading his sources with critical
adroitness, and a sharp analytical mind."—
James Leibold, La Trobe University, author
of Ethnic Policy in China
"Engagingly written, Weiner's analysis in
this book is fresh, packed with insights, and
based on work in an area where historical
data are very difficult to gather."—Emily T.
Yeh, University of Colorado Boulder, author
of Taming Tibet
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A Colonial Affair
Commerce, Conversion, and Scandal in
French India
Danna Agmon

Danna Agmon's gripping microhistory is a vivid guide to the
"Nayiniyappa Affair" in the French colony of Pondicherry, India.
The surprising and shifting fates of Nayiniyappa and his family
form the basis of this story of global mobilization, which is replete with merchants, missionaries, local brokers, government
administrators, and even the French royal family.
Agmon's compelling account draws readers into the social,
economic, religious, and political interactions that defined the
European colonial experience in India and elsewhere. Her portrayal of imperial sovereignty in France's colonies as it played out
in the life of one beleaguered family allows readers to witness
interactions between colonial officials and locals.
Danna Agmon is Associate Professor of History at Virginia
Tech.

Thanks to generous funding from Virginia Tech and its participation in TOME, the ebook editions of this book are available
as Open Access volumes from Cornell Open (cornellopen.org)
and other repositories.

"A Colonial Affair is highly readable and just
the perfect length for a course book. It will
generate fruitful discussions not just of
substance, such as the respective natures
of colonies and empires, but also of method.
We can learn a great deal by parsing a single
‘scandal’ from a variety of angles."—Catherine Desbarats, McGill University
"A Colonial Affair is a compelling illustration
of the ways in which insights from other
disciplines, in this case anthropology, can
deepen our understanding of the nature and
dynamics of the social, economic, political,
and other interactions that were an integral
component of the colonial experience in
India and elsewhere."—Richard B. Allen,
author of European Slave Trading in the
Indian Ocean, 1500–1850
"Danna Agmon's dazzling study of French
India at the turn of the eighteenth century
highlights facets of the encounter between
Europe and India that we have often missed.
It suggests the possibilities of a different
kind of colonialism to that which eventuated
under the English. It also tells a rattling good
yarn."—David Washbrook, Fellow, Trinity
College, Cambridge University
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Bestseller

Revolution Goes East
Imperial Japan and Soviet Communism
Tatiana Linkhoeva

Revolution Goes East is an intellectual history that applies a novel
global perspective to the classic story of the rise of communism
and the various reactions it provoked in Imperial Japan. Tatiana
Linkhoeva demonstrates how contemporary discussions of the
Russian Revolution, its containment, and the issue of imperialism played a fundamental role in shaping Japan's imperial
society and state.
In this bold approach, Linkhoeva explores attitudes toward
the Soviet Union and the communist movement among the
Japanese military and politicians, as well as interwar leftist and
rightist intellectuals and activists. Her book draws on extensive
research in both published and archival documents, including
memoirs, newspaper and journal articles, political pamphlets,
and Comintern archives. Revolution Goes East presents us with a
compelling argument that the interwar Japanese Left replicated
the Orientalist outlook of Marxism-Leninism in its relationship
with the rest of Asia, and that this proved to be its undoing.
Furthermore, Linkhoeva shows that Japanese imperial anticommunism was based on geopolitical interests for the stability of
the empire rather than on fear of communist ideology.
Tatiana Linkhoeva is Assistant Professor of Japanese History
at New York University. Follow her on Twitter @linkhoeva.

"Linkhoeva's book brings a new line of analysis and new material to modern Japanese
history, and will impact histories of the left,
of the interwar period, of prewar politics
and of Russo-Japanese relations."—Louise
Young, Professor of History at the University
of Wisconsin, Madison, author of Japan's
Total Empire
"Revolution Goes East is a carefully researched
and thoughtful study of the impact of the
Russian revolution and Soviet communism
on Japanese intellectual thought and
imperial strategy during the 1920s."—Janis
Mimura, Associate Professor of History at
SUNY at Stony Brook, author of Planning
for Empire

Thanks to generous funding from New York University and
its participation in TOME (Toward an Open Monograph Ecosystem), the ebook editions of this book are available as Open
Access (OA) volumes from Cornell Open (cornellopen.org) and
other repositories.
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Sovereign Necropolis
The Politics of Death in Semi-Colonial Siam
Tr ais Pearson

By the 1890s, Siam (Thailand) was the last holdout against
European imperialism in Southeast Asia. But the kingdom's
exceptional status came with a substantial caveat: Bangkok, its
bustling capital, was a port city that was subject to many of the
same legal and fiscal constraints as other colonial treaty ports.
Sovereign Necropolis offers new insight into turn-of-the-century
Thai history by disinterring the forgotten stories of those who
died "unnatural deaths" during this period and the work of the
Siamese state to assert their rights in a pluralistic legal arena.
Based on a neglected cache of inquest files compiled by the
Siamese Ministry of the Capital, official correspondence, and
newspaper accounts, Trais Pearson documents the piecemeal
introduction of new forms of legal and medical concern for the
dead. He reveals that the investigation of unnatural death demanded testimony from diverse strata of society: from the unlettered masses to the king himself. These cases raised questions
about how to handle the dead—were they spirits to be placated
or legal subjects whose deaths demanded compensation?—as
well as questions about jurisdiction, rights, and liability.
Exhuming the history of imperial politics, transnational
commerce, technology, and expertise, Sovereign Necropolis
demonstrates how the state's response to global flows transformed the nature of legal subjectivity and politics in lasting
ways. A compelling exploration of the troubling lives of the dead
in a cosmopolitan treaty port, the book is a notable contribution
to the growing corpus of studies in science, law, and society in
the non-Western world.
Tr ais Pearson is a Visiting Assistant Professor of History at
Boston College. His work has appeared in journals including
Modern Asian Studies and Bulletin of the History of Medicine.
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"Sovereign Necropolis is a fascinating study of
socio-legal practices related to fatal injuries
in Bangkok during the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. Pearson's book
provides a new and unusual perspective on
the interconnections among technological
and economic developments, international
political tensions, elite-subaltern relations,
forensic medicine, and legal change."—David M. Engel, SUNY Distinguished Service
Professor at the University at Buffalo School
of Law, co-author of Tort, Custom, and
Karma
"In this eloquent, insightful study of wrongful
and unnatural death in Treaty Port Bangkok,
Pearson digs deep in the archive and discovers a new pressure point as the Siamese
elite struggled to accommodate Western
forensic medicine. The book gives voice
to the subaltern dead."—Professor Craig
J. Reynolds, Australian National University,
author of Seditious Histories
"Pearson has sketched a distinctive legal
environment among many others in the
colonial world at the turn of the nineteenth
century and has shown that the treaty port
is the most useful lens through which to
compare Siam with other parts of colonial
Asia."—Journal of the Siam Society

Protests in Thailand: Other "Blue
Waves"
Trais Pearson

W

hile many in the United States anticipate
a “Blue Wave” in the November elections,
Bangkok, the Thai capital, is already awash
in one. In recent days, authorities have unleashed water-cannons on anti-government demonstrators in the
city center, drenching them in jets of chemically treated
water dyed an uncanny blue. These “blue waves” sting
the eyes and stain the skin and clothing of demonstrators so that police might identify and apprehend them
afterwards.
The Thai protestors are calling for the end of “feudalism and dictatorship.” By dictatorship, they mean the
current regime, which is headed up by Prime Minister
Prayuth Chan-ocha, a former military general who first
came to power in a coup in 2014, and who now presides
as the unelected Prime Minister of a government that
came to power under the terms of its own constitution
amidst allegations of electoral and judicial malfeasance.
The call to abolish feudalism, however, is more complicated. It is a rejection of socioeconomic inequality,
unelected officials in parliament, and the current status
of the monarchy. Protestors demand constitutional limits on the power of the monarch—limits that were first
imposed in 1932, but which have receded in recent years
as the current reigning king, Vajiralongkorn, has helped
to rewrite the constitution, taken direct control of segments of the military, and transformed the financial assets of the institution of the monarchy into his own personal property, among other changes that harken back
to the days of absolutism.
Last week, a defiant Prayuth responded to the protestors from Government House. He invoked the Thai
equivalent of the Grim Reaper, advising protestors not
to “tempt Matjurat.” The warning was couched as benign spiritual advice about the transitory nature of life.
But there was a sinister undercurrent: a reminder that
past instances of state and communal violence—including, most notoriously, the events of October 6, 1976—
might be repeated.
The Prime Minister’s ominous remark is troubling for
another reason: it seems to betray an elite view that the
life of the average Thai citizen is inherently precarious,
even revocable. It is a view that I have encountered
before in the course of my research on the kingdom of
Siam (as the state was known until 1939). And, ironically,
it is one that seems to confirm the protestors’ allegation

that Thai society remains mired in feudalism.
As I argue in Sovereign Necropolis, in the decades
surrounding the turn of the twentieth century, the Siamese state discovered a newfound interest in the dead
and injured bodies of its subjects. Government ministers
called upon police and foreign physicians to investigate
and document cases of unnatural or suspicious death.
When accidents occurred, such as on the tracks of the
Bangkok Tramway Company (a foreign limited liability
corporation), the same ministers signed off on legal
agreements that granted modest compensation to the
victims while guaranteeing legal protection for the company and its shareholders.
For a time at least, the deaths of even the most anonymous peasant living in the Siamese capital were subject to state scrutiny. The reasons for these interventions
are complicated—having to do with a constellation of
factors including the pressures of expansionist European
empires and the arrival of new forms of capital, technology, and expertise—but I argue that they have had important and lasting implications for Thai political culture.
As the Siamese state increasingly came to view its
subjects through the lens of tort law and forensic medicine, they became “morbid subjects,” dead and injured
members of the body politic who were rendered mute
to the claims made on their behalf. The political implications for these subjects during a time of absolute
monarchy were minimal. But the ways in which the lives
of the many came to be regarded as lives lived in close
proximity to death might help to make sense of later developments up to and including the present.
There are good reasons to believe that the current
wave of protests has broken the dykes of state repressive techniques. Protest “mobs” evaporate at one site
only to inundate another. And, in an important departure from past eras of political upheaval, student protestors increasingly find their parents flooding into the
streets alongside them. A new intergenerational tide
seems to be building, one that seeks to wash away the
engrained assumptions about political authority and social order in favor of a more representative government
and egalitarian society.
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Semi-Civilized
The Moro Village at the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition
Michael C. Hawkins

Semi-Civilized offers a concise, revealing, and analytically penetrating view of a critical period in Philippine history. Michael
C. Hawkins examines Moro (Filipino Muslim) contributions
to the Philippine exhibit at the St. Louis World's Fair in 1904,
providing insight into this fascinating and previously overlooked
historical episode.
By reviving and contextualizing Moro participation in the
exposition, Hawkins challenges the typical manifestations of
empire drawn from the fair and delivers a nuanced and textured vision of the nature of American imperial discourse. In
Semi-Civilized Hawkins argues that the Moro display provided a
distinctive liminal space in the dialectical relationship between
civilization and savagery at the fair. The Moros offered a transcultural bridge. Through their official yet nondescript designation as "semi-civilized," they undermined and mediated the
various binaries structuring the exposition. As Hawkins demonstrates, this mediation represented an unexpectedly welcomed
challenge to the binary logic and discomfort of the display.
As Semi-Civilized shows, the Moro display was collaborative,
and the Moros exercised unexpected agency by negotiating how
the display was both structured and interpreted by the public.
Fairgoers were actively seeking an extraordinary experience. Exhibit organizers framed it, but ultimately the Moros provided it.
And therein lay a tremendous amount of power.
Michael C. Hawkins is Associate Professor of History and
Chair of the Department of History at Creighton University. He
is author of Making Moros.
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"Semi-Civilized examines one of the earliest
populations of Muslim Americans and the
most prominent period when Muslim Moros
in the Philippines spent time in the United
States. There has not been a critical assessment of the Moro villages at the important
1904 World's Fair, and this book promises
to bring such study into the scholarly record."—Timothy Marr, University of North
Carolina, author of The Cultural Roots of
American Islamicis
"Offering a nuanced view of the 1904 St.
Louis Exposition, Hawkins brings the latest
theoretical analysis and academic works to
bear in a convincing study that undercuts
a strict binary between the savage and the
civilized."—Paul Rodell, Georgia Southern
University, author of Culture and Customs
of the Philippines
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Reinventing Licentiousness
Pornography and Modern China
Y. Yvon Wang

Reinventing Licentiousness navigates an overlooked history of
representation during the transition from the Qing Empire to
the Chinese Republic—a time when older, hierarchical notions
of licentiousness were overlaid by a new, pornographic regime.
Y. Yvon Wang draws on previously untapped archives—
ranging from police archives and surveys to ephemeral texts
and pictures—to argue that pornography in China represents
a unique configuration of power and desire that both reflects
and shapes historical processes. On the one hand, since the
late imperial period, pornography has democratized pleasure in
China and opened up new possibilities of imagining desire. On
the other, ongoing controversies over its definition and control
show how the regulatory ideas of premodern cultural politics
and the popular products of early modern cultural markets have
contoured the globalized world.
Reinventing Licentiousness emphasizes the material factors,
particularly at the grassroots level of consumption and trade,
that governed "proper" sexual desire and led to ideological shifts
around the definition of pornography. By linking the past to
the present and beyond, Wang's social and intellectual history showcases circulated pornographic material as a motor for
cultural change. The result is an astonishing foray into what
historicizing pornography can mean for our understandings of
desire, legitimacy, capitalism, and culture.

Y. Yvon Wang is Associate Professor of History at the University of Toronto. Follow them on Twitter @yyvonwang.
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"Reinventing Licentiousness is an exciting
book that takes on a huge task: bridging the
history of sexuality from the early modern
era to now. It tackles this masterfully."—Keith
McMahon, University of Kansas, author of
Celestial Women
"Reinventing Licentiousness is an enormously
unique and clever work of scholarship that
traces the history of pornography in China
and the dynamic between policing, selling,
and consuming it over four centuries."—Andrea S. Goldman, University of California
Los Angeles, author of Opera and the City
"Reinventing Licentiousness is a rich and
enticing book. It brings together nude photograph candies, spring palace mirrors, sex
manuals, and other 'licentious' ephemera to
illuminate the confrontation between unruly
desires and the modernizing state."—Peter
J. Carroll, Northwestern University, author
of Between Heaven and Modernity

Woman between Two Kingdoms
Dara Rasami and the Making of Modern
Thailand
Leslie Castro-Woodhouse

Woman Between Two Kingdoms explores the story of Dara Rasami,
one of 153 wives of King Chulalongkorn of Siam in Thailand
during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Born
in a kingdom near Siam called Lan Na, Dara served as both
hostage and diplomat for her family and nation.
Thought of as a harem by the West, Siam's Inner Palace
actually formed a nexus between the domestic and the political.
Dara's role as an ethnic Other among the royal concubines assisted the Siamese in both consolidating the kingdom's territory
and building a local version of Europe's hierarchy of civilizations.
Dara Rasami's story provides a fresh perspective on both the
sociopolitical roles played by Siamese palace women, and Siam's
response to the intense imperialist pressures it faced in the late
nineteenth century.
Leslie Castro-Woodhouse earned an MA in Asian studies
and PhD in history from UC Berkeley. She has spoken at many
international seminars and conferences, taught courses at Berkeley and the University of San Francisco, and has been published
in several scholarly journals and edited volumes. She served as
managing editor of the journal Asia Pacific Perspectives from
2015–2018 and continues to work as an independent scholar
and editor in the San Francisco Bay area.

"Woman between Two Kingdoms explores
the inner workings of an inner palace that
in much scholarship has been exoticized and
Orientalized. By focusing on Dara Rasami,
Castro-Woodhouse paints a three-dimensional picture, full of complexity, nuance,
and contradiction, of a particular political
subject who both shaped and was shaped
by the political culture around her."—Taylor
Easum, Indiana State University

Thanks to generous funding from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, through The Sustainable History Monograph Pilot, the
ebook editions of this book are available as Open Access volumes
from Cornell Open (cornellopen.org) and other repositories.
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Black Market Business
Selling Sex in Northern Vietnam, 1920–1945
Christina Elizabeth Firpo

Black Market Business is a grassroots social history of the clandestine market for sex in colonial Tonkin. Lively and well told, it
explores the ways in which sex workers, managers, and clients
evaded the colonial regulation system in the turbulent economy
of the interwar years. Christina Elizabeth Firpo argues that the
conf luence of economic, demographic, and cultural changes
sweeping late colonial Tonkin created spaces of tension in which
the interwar black market sex industry thrived. The clandestine
sex industry f lourished in sites of legal inconsistency, cultural
changes, economic disparity, rural-urban division, and demographic shifts. As a nexus of the many tensions besetting late
colonial Tonkin, the black market sex industry serves as a useful
lens through which to examine these tensions and the ways they
affected marginalized populations. More specifically, an investigation of this black market shows how a particular population
of impoverished women—a group regrettably understudied by
historians—experienced the tensions.
Drawing on an astonishingly diverse and multilingual
source base, Black Market Business includes detailed cases of
juvenile prostitution, human trafficking, and debt bondage arrangements in sex work, as well as cases in Tonkin's bars, hotels,
singing houses, and dance clubs. Using GIS technology and
big data sets to track individual actors in history, it serves as a
model for teaching new methodological approaches to conducting social histories of women and marginalized people.
Christ ina Eliz a be t h Firpo is Professor of History at
California Polytechnic State University. She is author of The
Uprooted, awarded the 2017 International Convention of Asian
Scholars Colleague's Choice Book.
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"Christina Elizabeth Firpo is the most qualified historian to write a book on this subject.
Black Market Business analyzes prostitution
in colonial Vietnam in a completely new way,
making this a major and significant contribution."—Micheline Lessard, University
of Ottawa, author of Human Trafficking in
Colonial Vietnam
"Black Market Business illuminates some of
the most marginal and most poorly understood social types and spaces in the history
of colonial Indochina, while connecting
their histories to broader questions about
gender, colonial power, and urban life. The
field is lucky to have this book."—Charles
Keith, Michigan State University, author of
Catholic Vietnam

Asian Studies Recent Bestsellers
1. Revolution Goes East, by Tatian Linkhoeva
2. Audacious Raconteur, by Leela Prasad
3. The Chinese Revolution on the Tibetan Frontier, by Benno
Weiner
4. Spacious Minds, by Sara E. Lewis
5. Special Duty, by Richard J. Samuels
6. Deaf in Japan, by Karen Nakamura
7. The Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant Disaster and the
Future of Renewable Energy, by Naoto Kan
8. Bang Chan, by Lauriston Sharp and Lucien M. Hanks
9. Under the Black Umbrella, by Hildi Kang
10. Fluid Jurisdictions, by Nurfadzilah Yahaya

The Saigon Sisters
Privileged Women in the Resistance
Patricia D. Norl and

The Saigon Sisters offers the narratives of a group of privileged
women who were immersed in a French lycée and later rebelled
and fought for independence, starting with France's occupation
of Vietnam and continuing through US involvement and life
after war ends in 1975.
Tracing the lives of nine women, The Saigon Sisters reveals
these women's stories as they forsook safety and comfort to
struggle for independence, and describes how they adapted
to life in the jungle, whether facing bombing raids, malaria,
deadly snakes, or other trials. How did they juggle double lives
working for the resistance in Saigon? How could they endure
having to rely on family members to raise their own children?
Why, after being sent to study abroad by anxious parents, did
several women choose to return to serve their country? How
could they bear open-ended separation from their husbands?
How did they cope with sending their children to villages to
escape the bombings of Hanoi? In spite of the maelstrom of
war, how did they forge careers? And how, in spite of dislocation
and distrust following the end of the war in 1975, did these
women find each other and rekindle their friendships? Patricia
D. Norland answers these questions and more in this powerful
and personal approach to history.
Patricia D. Norl and most recently worked as a public diplomacy officer within the US Department of State. She is the
translator of Beyond the Horizon and the author of Vietnam in
the Children of the World series.
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"Norland's remarkable book pulls back the
veil on a little understood facet of the Vietnam war: young women from an elite French
school driven to join the resistance first
against France and then the United States.
Through sensitive interviews she teases out
the motives of city girls from well-heeled
families heading to the jungles where they
endured bombing raids, malaria, deprivation
and the ache of leaving their children and
parents behind."—Murray Hiebert, Center
for Strategic and International Studies, author of Under Beijing's Shadow: Southeast
Asia's China Challenge
"The Saigon Sisters is a rare glimpse into the
experience of young women during the Vietnamese Revolution, the Vietnam War, and
communist Vietnam. Beautifully written, this
book is a valuable contribution to women's
history, as well as twentieth century Vietnamese history."—Christina Firpo, California
Polytechnic State University

Vietnamese women, Privilege, and Persistence
Patricia Norland

The Saigon Sisters: Privileged Women in the Resistance shares the stories and voices of nine women who
believed in a cause larger than themselves and endured
extreme trials on its behalf. These French-educated
Vietnamese women describe why and how they chose
to reject control of their country, first by the French, then
by the Americans. Few books are by Vietnamese whose
lives span the period from colonialism to today; fewer
still share the voices of Vietnamese women.
The idea for this book was sparked in 1988 during my
visit to Saigon with a non-profit that—absent government ties between the United States and Vietnam—organized some of the first post-war people-to-people
exchanges. After a briefing with Oanh, a social worker,
I asked where she went to school. Her answer took me
aback: “Lycée Marie Curie.” Why did Oanh, a daughter of privilege who had the good fortune in the 1940s
to study in Saigon’s premier school for girls, stay in that
contested place when so many who had a choice left?
So began a long journey to this oral-history based
book. Interviews with the women and their families and
friends fill thirty Maxell cassettes that I transcribed and
translated. While interviewing the Saigon Sisters, I often
returned to my rented room to collapse. What they endured seemed superhuman. Life in the jungle, escaping
French bombing runs and coping with snakes, leeches,
and “waves” of black mosquitoes. Leading a double life
in Saigon. Working in Hanoi during US bombing campaigns, sending children to village schools, and bicycling
forty kilometers to visit. This and more… despite the option of a comfortable life abroad? They chose the path
far less taken, and far more dangerous. Why?
Especially at the beginning, it was uncomfortable for
the women to open up about their lives; several reminded me that while they suffered, at least they lived to see
peace. Yet we forged a bond and continued to meet,
exchange letters, and email across three decades. I am
honored and excited to share these stories that, I believe, can inspire hope of giving women greater voice
and of promoting understanding between countries.
They also resonate simply as expressions of courage
and endurance.
Living in villas and attending the premier school for
French and “indigenous” girls, the Sisters chafe under
the arrogance and cruelty of French colonial rule. Thanh
expresses the atmosphere:

“Father told us about our ancestors and about his
love for the country. He spoke with emotion about the
students he supported, the ones whose patriotic and
revolutionary songs we memorized starting when we
were ten years old. We grew up in the revolutionary ambiance. It was completely natural.”
Thanh and her friends initiate an association of patriotic students:
“We passed around its statutes, articles one, two,
three… We started our own clandestine journal, Cuu
Nuoc, Save the Country.”
The young women fuel their patriotism in many
ways—by attending theatrical performances that evoke
ancestors who died for the homeland; creating leaflets
calling for independence; and taking pride in studying
Vietnamese literature. They also join protests, including
against the visit of two US warships in 1950. While many
classmates are shuttled abroad to dodge the gathering
storm of revolution, each Sister finds a way to rebel
against the French.
After the 1954 Geneva Accords, some Sisters go to
Hanoi; others conduct double lives in Saigon. Thanh recalls that living in Hanoi meant sending one’s children to
villages to avoid US bombing:
“I sent our children to the countryside, where each
family in a village took in two or three students from
classes that had to evacuate. Students wore thickly woven straw helmets and coats for protection; peasants
stitched and braided the straw tightly to avoid tiny pieces breaking off during bomb explosions.”
Le An joins a military artistic troupe that splits each
year between performing for soldiers in Hanoi and at
battle sites:
“Our troupe climbed a mountain to perform for a
handful of soldiers… All soldiers needed to be served.
It was said if you went up this particular mountain, you
had little hope of coming down because of the intense
bombing. My troupe divided into small groups to climb.
A troupe stationed close to this mountain had been
killed in a bombing. It was a matter of chance.”
In Saigon, Trang works as an agent, asking sibling
Minh and her parents to care for her daughter:
“I remained high on the list of suspected resistance
agents, and the next time I was arrested, they put me
through starvation, solitary confinement, and interrogations that ended with a hail of baton lashes that left
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fist-sized purple welts. After months of living with my parents and Minh, my daughter began to think of them as
her parents.”
Oanh returns to Saigon with a US degree in social
work. She witnesses the cruelty of Diem and the folly of his
American backers. She becomes politicized while trying to
heal wounds of war:
“Many of us came to realize just how much humanitarian aid is like neocolonialism and concluded there could be
no development without liberation first. Besides government circles, social welfare activities were the most fertile
ground for corruption. Especially fertile were projects related to refugees and child welfare… Too much money was
available… So-called humanitarian aid was really military
and economic support to fight Communists.”
Reuniting and reflecting on life remains difficult after
the war’s end. Yet, as Lien An says, “After all, we did have
peace.” Reuniting in 1981, the Saigon Sisters rekindle their
friendship and, together, describe twentieth-century Vietnam through a rare lens: women of privilege who rebel—
and endure.
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The Pitfalls of Piety for Married
Women
Two Precious Scrolls of the Ming Dynasty
Edited And Tr ansl ated By Wilt L . Idema

The Pitfalls of Piety for Married Women shows how problematic
the practice of Buddhist piety could be in Late Imperial China.
Two thematically related "precious scrolls" (baojuan) from the
Ming dynasty, The Precious Scroll on the Red Gauze and The Precious Scroll of the Handkerchief, illustrate the difficulties faced by
women whose religious devotion conf licted with the demands
of marriage and motherhood.
These two previously untranslated texts tell the stories of
married women whose piety causes them to be separated from
their husbands and children. While these women labor far away,
their children are cruelly abused by murderous stepmothers.
Following many adventures, divine intervention eventually
reunites the families and the evil stepmothers get their just
deserts. While the texts in The Pitfalls of Piety for Married Women
praise Buddhist piety, they also reveal many problems as far as
it concerns married women and mothers.
Wilt L. Idema's translations are preceded by an introduction
that places these scrolls in the context of Ming dynasty performative literature, vernacular literature, and popular religion.
Set in a milieu of rich merchants, the texts provide a unique
window on family life of the time, enriching our understanding
of gender in the Ming dynasty. These popular baojuan offer rare
insights on lay religion and family dynamics of the Ming dynasty, and their original theme and form enrich our understanding
of the various methods of storytelling that were practiced at
the time.
Wilt L . Idema is Emeritus Professor of Chinese Literature at
Harvard. He is the author or co-author of numerous books on
Chinese fiction, drama, and storytelling traditions, including
Personal Salvation and Filial Piety and The Immortal Maiden
Equal to Heaven and Other Precious Scrolls from Western Gansu.
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"Wilt L. Idema's translations deserve their
reputation for scrupulous accuracy. Admirable and accessible, the full-length baojuan
translated in this manuscript will be excellent
teaching resources guaranteed to spark
conversation in the classroom."—Katherine
Alexander, University of Colorado Boulder
"Idema has provided a collection of texts
that speak to each other as well as to universal themes of domestic life, which he
has framed carefully within the tradition of
pious women in baojuan. The translations
are extremely high quality, both accessible
and considered, and add to a burgeoning
treasure trove of interdisciplinary literature
in translation."—Anne Rebull, University of
Michigan

To ﬁght against Great Wall Pictures and other pro-Beijing leftist ﬁlm studio
in Hong Kong, all members of the production, including ﬁlmmakers, per
formers, and even technical staff, were required to have no prior work experi
ence with the communists. Delmer Brown anD his TaF-hong Kong
oFFice carefully researched the ideological background of each membe
of the production crew. Tang Huang, the director, started out as a newsree
edi-tor with the CMPC in Taiwan. “Unlike many others in the movie indus
try here,” Brown indicated, “Tang was never associated with the Communis
producers, and thus there has never been any doubt about his loyalty to ou
cause.”29 Similarly, Wang Hao was chosen to play a protagonist because h
had never appeared in “any of the Great Wall pictures.”30 Tradition was Asi
Pictures’ ofﬁcial submission to the ﬁrst Asian Film Festival. It was, howev
er, the ﬁrst ﬁlm to be excluded by the festival committee from any consid
er-ation. As discussed in the previous chapter, its negative portrayal of a Ja
pa-nese general violated the festival’s regulations. Asia Pictures’ second ﬁlm
The Heroine (Yang e, 1955), was BaseD on The well-Known sTory o
Xiang Fei, The FragranT concuBine. The Heroine traces the life o
a woman taken as a consort by the Qianlong Emperor of the Qing Dynast
during the eighteenth century. Chang explained: “I chose this story for its re
sistance against foreign aggression; loyalty to religion, country and husband
upholding of personal dignity; Xiang Fei’s struggle for personal freedom from
a love-sick and aggression-hungry Emperor and her being victimized by a
ancienT version oF The communisT Big lie. They lied to her that he
husband was still living and for the rest of her life she lived under this fals
belief.”31 Chang’s ambition for the subsequent two years was to churn ou
three ﬁlms per year, each with a budget of USD 20,000. The budgets would
be covered by TAF. This was a huge sum of money in comparison to TAF
overall budget allocation to Hong Kong. TAF’s major concern, however, wa
to ﬁgure out how to distribute these TaF-FinanceD Films To TargeT
counTries such as Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, the Philip
pines, and possibly even the United States. Brown contacted all of the TAF
representatives in these countries, with the result that Tradition had its ﬁrs
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Anti-Christian Violence in India
Chad M. Bauman

Does religion cause violent conflict, asks Chad M. Bauman, and
if so, does it cause conf lict more than other social identities?
Through an extended history of Christian-Hindu relations, with
particular attention to the 2007–2008 riots in Kandhamal,
Odisha, Anti-Christian Violence in India examines religious
violence and how it pertains to broader aspects of humanity.
Is "religious" conf lict sui generis, or is it merely one species of
intergroup conf lict? Why and how might violence become an
attractive option for religious actors? What explains the increase
in religious violence over the last twenty to thirty years?
Integrating theories of anti-Christian violence focused on
politics, economics, and proselytization, Anti-Christian Violence
in India additionally weaves in recent theory about globalization
and, in particular, the forms of resistance against Western secular modernity that globalization periodically helps to provoke.
With such theories in mind, Bauman explores the nature of
anti-Christian violence in India, contending that resistance to
secular modernities is, in fact, an important but often overlooked reason behind Hindu attacks on Christians.
Intensifying the widespread Hindu tendency to think of
religion in ethnic rather than universal terms, the ideology of
Hindutva, or "Hinduness," explicitly rejects both the secular
privatization of religion and the separability of religions from
the communities that incubate them. And so, with provocative
and original analysis, Bauman questions whether anti-Christian
violence in contemporary India is really about religion, in the
narrowest sense, or rather a manifestation of broader concerns
among some Hindus about the Western sociopolitical order with
which they associate global Christianity.
Chad M. Bauman is Professor of Religion at Butler University. He is the author of Christian Identity and Dalit Religion in
Hindu India and the co-editor of Constructing Indian Christianities. Follow him on Twitter @dharmabaum.
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"This book fabulously documents majoritarian chauvinism, fears of minorities, and
the messy ethno-religious politics and communal relations in India. Bauman skillfully
combines theoretical insights with in-depth
empirical narratives on everyday inter-religious fissures and produces a masterwork
on Hindu-Christian relations and cultural
politics in India during the postcolonial period."—Sarbeswar Sahoo, Indian Institute of
Technology Delhi, author of Pentecostalism
and Politics of Conversion in India
"Anti-Christian Violence in India runs the
gamut of the Christian/anti-Christian experience in India. Well-written and thoughtful,
it stands out when describing and analyzing
Hindu-Christian relations."—Neil DeVotta,
Wake Forest University, editor of Understanding Contemporary India
"I am simply blown away by this book. Bauman's voice is judicious and magisterial. He
is a careful analyst and thorough investigator.
This generates an extraordinarily instructive
and illuminating book that manages to be
simultaneously balanced and hard-hitting."—
Timothy Samuel Shah, Vice-President for
Strategy & International Research of the
Religious Freedom Institute and co-author,
God's Century

The Complexity of Anti-Christian
Violence in India

I

Chad M. Bauman

n its 2020 report, the United States Commission on
International Religious Freedom (USCIRF) controversially placed India, for the first time, on its list
of “Countries of Particular Concern.” With this designation, USCIRF located India among countries—like
North Korea, China, and Saudi Arabia—with governments that more systematically and thoroughly impinge
upon the religious liberties of their citizens. Similarly, the
PEW Research Center’s most recent report named India, Egypt, Russia, Pakistan, and Indonesia as the 5 worst
countries (in terms of religion-related government restrictions and social hostilities) among the 25 most populous countries in the world.
While rankings such as these focus in particular on
India’s treatment of Muslims, they are also informed by
the existence of laws restricting religious conversion and
incidents of anti-Christian violence. Global Christian
advocacy groups often add to the chorus of condemnation. Open Doors, for example, lists India behind only
9 other countries on its 2020 World Watch List (ahead
of China, Syria, Saudi Arabia, and Myanmar), and CBN
News recently spoke of India’s Christians facing “horrific
levels of violence.”
The Indian government and many of its citizens are
justifiably dismayed by such characterizations. External
Affairs Ministry Spokesperson Anurag Srivastava labeled the USCIRF report “biased and tendentious,” and
even USCIRF Commissioner Gary Bauer dissented
from the Commission’s decision. While acknowledging troubling developments in India, Bauer insisted that
“India is not the equivalent of communist China, which
wages war on all faiths; nor of North Korea, a prison
masquerading as a country; nor of Iran, whose Islamic
extremist leaders regularly threaten to unleash a second
Holocaust.”
Why, then, does India end up in such company?
One reason has to do with its size. Take anti-Christian
violence, for example. By my estimate, over the last decade, there have been roughly 200-300 incidents of anti-Christian violence in India annually. The sheer number
of incidents is therefore certainly troubling. But India is
home to 1.2 billion people. Relative to the size of their
respective populations, the number of incidents of anti-Christian violence in India is lower than the number of
hate crimes perpetrated against Muslims in the United
States (according to FBI data), and would be well below
the number of anti-Jewish hate crimes in the US even
if I were severely undercounting Indian incidents of anti-Christian violence.
The point is not to downplay the severity of an-

ti-Christian violence in India, and of course, the 2007
and 2008 riots in the Indian state of Odisha, in which
around fifty people were killed and tens of thousands
displaced (mostly but not exclusively Christian), were
unlike anything seen recently in the United States. The
point, rather, is to note a discrepancy in how western organizations and governments often evaluate their own
versus others’ records with regard to religious freedom.
This discrepancy itself contributes to the marginalization and harassment of Christians around the world,
including in India, because an important and often overlooked factor in the growth of Hindu-Christian tension
is the perception among many Indians that western
“Christian” nations and governments are intent on foisting upon Indians their western forms of secular modernity, forms that travel along with putatively universally
valid conceptions of “secularism,” “religion,” and “religious freedom,” and that implicitly construct as superior
in all contexts typically western arrangements of secular
governance.
However, because many Indians consider these conceptions to be parochially Christian in origin, rather than
universally valid, they perceive the global power and
growth of Christianity (particularly the growth of Christianity in India) as a potential threat to the possibility of
constructing an indigenously appropriate form of secular and tolerant governance, that is, as a threat to their
own sovereignty and right of self-determination.
While there are many factors that contribute to the
targeting and marginalization of Christians in India,
then, including both the ascendancy of politicians willing
to stoke interreligious strife for political gain and widespread exasperation with aggressive Christian projects
of proselytization, it is important that we also understand it as a manifestation, in part, of an indirect form of
resistance to the potential imposition of western models
of secular modernity in which Christianity is both historically and currently implicated.
Under-nuanced and clumsily hypercritical reports like
those described at the beginning of this post (along with
massive western funding of Christian proselytization
efforts) therefore play into and exacerbate concerns
about western hegemony and intrusions in Indian affairs,
concerns that in turn likely contribute to an increase in
the targeted harassment of Christians. Analyses of Hindu-Christian conflict and anti-Christian violence in India
that fixate on local Indian religious and ideological matters alone, while ignoring the wider global and historical
context in which they exist, are therefore by definition
incomplete.
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Polymaths of Islam
Power and Networks of Knowledge in Central
Asia
James Picket t

Polymaths of Islam analyzes the social and intellectual power
of religious leaders who created a shared culture that integrated Central Asia, Iran, and India from the mid-eighteenth
century through the early twentieth.
James Pickett demonstrates that Islamic scholars were simultaneously mystics and administrators, judges and occultists, physicians and poets. This integrated understanding of the
world of Islamic scholarship unlocks a different way of thinking
about transregional exchange networks. Pickett reveals a Persian-language cultural sphere that transcended state boundaries
and integrated a spectacularly vibrant Eurasia that is invisible
from published sources alone.
Through a high cultural complex that he terms the "Persian
cosmopolis" or "Persianate sphere," Pickett argues that an intersection of diverse disciplines shaped geographical trajectories
across and between political states. In Polymaths of Islam he
paints a comprehensive, colorful, and often contradictory portrait of mosque and state in the age of empire.
James Picket t is Assistant Professor of Eurasian History at
the University of Pittsburgh.
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"Polymaths of Islam is exceptional—Pickett's
authorial style is clear, accessible, and even
humorous. Opening up new ways of thinking
about Central Asian social history, Pickett
skillfully constructs a scholarly, nuanced, and
highly original study of the Bukharan Muslim
intellectual class during the long nineteenth
century."—Scott Levi, Ohio State University,
author of The Rise and Fall of Khoqand
"Breaking significant ground and passionately argued, Polymaths of Islam is a work
of meticulous scholarship that provides
a detailed history of Bukhara and a new
perspective on large-scale developments
in the eastern Islamic world. Pickett deftly
places his book at the heart of key debates
in Islamic intellectual and cultural history."—
Azfar Moin, University of Texas at Austin,
author of The Millennial Sovereign

Catching Up with James Pickett
What’s your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?

"This stands
out as a
remarkable
thread linking
a murky
past directly
with lived
experiences
in the present
day."

Parts of my book painstakingly recreate
lineages of the most powerful scholarly
families in 19th century Central Asia.
Today, many people's knowledge of the
pre-revolutionary period is hazy due to
the tumult of the Bolshevik Revolution,
which means that my topic does not generally lend itself to oral history. However,
I managed to interview a scholar in Uzbekistan whose teacher's teacher studied
under a famous 19th-century scholar
with an intellectual lineage stretching
back over a century. This stands out as a
remarkable thread linking a murky past
directly with lived experiences in the
present day.
What do you wish you had known when
you started writing your book, that you
know now?
My book engages the issue of textual
genre as a factor mediating our view of
the past. Nineteenth-century Central
Asian sources were intimately shaped
by the literary conventions of the genre
in which they were written. In practical
terms, this means that learning Persian,
Turkic, or Arabic is merely a first step
in working with premodern Islamic
texts, and not necessarily even the most
difficult one. Equally involved and

time-consuming is mastery of the particular genre of sources one is interested
in engaging.
How do you wish you could change the
field?
The field of history would be enriched
by distancing itself from a nation-centric
view of the past. In truth, the field is already moving away from the nation-state
as a dominant category of analysis, but
the organization of our sources into
national archives still implicitly shapes
the kinds of questions we tend to ask.
The subject-matter of my book is not the
patrimony of any single nation, which
means that relevant sources are scattered
all over Eurasia. This prompted me to
work in libraries and archives in Russia,
Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and India,
which allowed me to engage questions
not anachronistically subordinated to
the narrative of any particular modern
country.
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Far from the Caliph's Gaze
Being Ahmadi Muslim in the Holy City of
Qadian
Nichol as H. A. Evans

How do you prove that you're Muslim?
This is not a question that most believers ever have to ask
themselves, and yet for members of India's Ahmadiyya Muslim
Community, it poses an existential challenge. The Ahmadis
are the minority of a minority—people for whom simply being
Muslim is a challenge. They must constantly ask the question:
What evidence could ever be sufficient to prove that I belong
to the faith?
In Far from the Caliph's Gaze Nicholas H. A. Evans explores
how a need to respond to this question shapes the lives of Ahmadis in Qadian in northern India. Qadian was the birthplace of
the Ahmadiyya community's founder, and it remains a location
of huge spiritual importance for members of the community
around the world. Nonetheless, it has been physically separated
from the Ahmadis' spiritual leader—the caliph—since partition,
and the believers who live there now and act as its guardians
must confront daily the reality of this separation even while
attempting to make their Muslimness verifiable.
By exploring the centrality of this separation to the ethics of
everyday life in Qadian, Far from the Caliph's Gaze presents a
new model for the academic study of religious doubt, one that
is not premised on a concept of belief but instead captures the
richness with which people might experience problematic relationships to truth.

"Evans provides fascinating detail about the
manner in which a close spiritual and organizational relationship with the Caliph is
embedded in the life of residents of Qadian.
This is a theoretically informed, empirically
detailed study of the relationship between
belief and doubt."—Humeira Iqtidar, Kings
College, author of Secularising Islamists?
"Far From the Caliph's Gaze is a remarkable
introduction to contemporary Ahmadi life
in India, a subject (and a Muslim subjectivity) which is ethnographically underexplored
and underrepresented. Evans wonderfully
reworks the usual bromides about the
relation of Islam to modernity."—Anand
Vivek Taneja, Vanderbilt University, author
of Jinnealogy

Nichol as H. A . Evans is a Fellow in the Department of
Anthropology at the London School of Economics and Political
Science, and co-editor of Histories of Post-mortem Contagion.
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From India to America
and Back Again

E

Nicholas H. A. Evans

xactly one hundred years ago this spring, Mufti
Muhammad Sadiq arrived by boat in Philadelphia.
Despite the fact that he stayed in America for only
a few short years, he was to have a long-lasting impact
on religious life in the States. Sadiq was the first missionary of the Ahmadiyya Muslim Community to reach the
New World, and his teachings opened up novel spiritual
possibilities for many, in particular African Americans
seeking an alternative to Christianity. Decades later, his
influence would reverberate among Jazz musicians as
diverse as Art Blakey, Yusef Latif, Miles Davis, and even
John Coltrane.
Mufti Sadiq’s story is particularly unusual because
he and his fellow Ahmadi Muslims explicitly described
themselves as “pioneers in the spiritual Colonization of
the Western world.”* They were Indians—subjects at the
time of the British Empire—and yet they understood
that ideas didn’t have to travel only in a single direction
from West to East. Moreover, they understood that
when ideas did travel from colony to metropole, it wasn’t
only white Europeans who had the right to be their carriers. After all, Sadiq felt himself to be the possessor of a
world-conquering truth that his fellow missionaries had
already introduced to London, and which he now had
the duty of presenting to America. Remarkably, Sadiq’s
mission was being directed and financed not from one
of India’s major cities, but from a small rural town in Punjab. In the first decades of the twentieth century, the
town of Qadian was transformed into a bustling center
of counter-Imperial flow, whence missionaries were dispatched to Europe, the USSR, West Africa, and other
parts of Asia.
Far From the Caliph’s Gaze tells the story of this town
100 years after Mufti Sadiq first landed in America.
Nowadays, Qadian is infamous across South Asia as the
origin point of what is often seen as modern Islam’s most
persistent heresy. The noun ‘Qadiani’ is a derogatory
phrase used to label Ahmadi Muslims everywhere. And
yet the town has not been the center of the Ahmadiyya
Movement since 1947 when the great caliph who sent
Sadiq to America left for Pakistan. Far From the Caliph’s
Gaze is the story of a town that once saw itself as the
very center of the world, and now finds itself bereft of its
beloved spiritual leader. It is a book about what it means
to become the endangered minority of an endangered
minority. It is about what the present-day inhabitants of

Qadian feel that they owe to their founder and to their
caliph. It is about what it means to be a witness to a universal truth when you find yourself at the margins of a
global religious organization.
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Indonesians and Their Arab World
Guided Mobility among Labor Migrants and
Mecca Pilgrims
Mirjam Lücking

Indonesians and Their Arab World explores the ways contemporary Indonesians understand their relationship to the Arab
world. Despite being home to the largest Muslim population
in the world, Indonesia exists on the periphery of an Islamic
world centered around the Arabian Peninsula. Mirjam Lücking
approaches the problem of interpreting the current conservative turn in Indonesian Islam by considering the ways personal
relationships, public discourse, and matters of religious self-understanding guide two groups of Indonesians who actually
travel to the Arabian Peninsula—labor migrants and Mecca
pilgrims—in becoming physically mobile and making their
mobility meaningful. This concept, which Lücking calls "guided
mobility," reveals that changes in Indonesian Islamic traditions
are grounded in domestic social constellations and calls claims
of outward Arab inf luence in Indonesia into question. With
three levels of comparison (urban and rural areas, Madura and
Central Java, and migrants and pilgrims), this ethnographic
case study foregrounds how different regional and socioeconomic contexts determine Indonesians' various engagements with
the Arab world.
Mirjam Lücking is a Postdoctoral Fellow in the Martin Buber
Society at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

"Mirjam Lücking has written an excellent
and useful book. Comparing two groups
of Indonesians that travel to the Middle
East, Indonesians and Their Arab World proposes a new framework for studying mobility."—Michael Buehler, SOAS University
of London, author of The Politics of Shari'a
Law
"Indonesians and Their Arab World is an
excellent, interesting, and important book,
challenging the conventional views on
'Arabization/ arabness' in Indonesia and
in Southeast Asia in general."—Hew Wai
Weng, Institute of Malaysian and International Studies, Universiti Kebangsaan
Malaysia, author of Chinese Ways of Being
Muslim
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Spring and Autumn Annals of Wu
and Yue
An Annotated Translation of Wu Yue Chunqiu
Jianjun He

Spring and Autumn Annals of Wu and Yue is the first complete
English translation of Wu Yue Chunqiu, a chronicle of two
neighboring states during China’s Spring and Autumn period.
This collection of political history, philosophy, and fictional
accounts depicts the rise and fall of Wu and Yue and the rivalry
between them, the inspiration for centuries of poetry, vernacular
fiction, and drama.
Wu Yue Chunqiu makes use of rich sources from the past,
carefully adapting and developing them into complex stories.
Historical figures are transformed into distinctive characters;
simple records of events are fleshed out and made tangible. The
result is a nuanced record that is both a compelling narrative
and a valuable historical text. As one of the earliest examples of
a regional history, Wu Yue Chunqiu is also an important source
for the history of what is now Zhejiang and Jiangsu.
In Spring and Autumn Annals of Wu and Yue, Jianjun He’s
engaging translation and extensive annotations make this
significant historical and literary work accessible to an English-speaking audience for the first time.
Ji a njun He is Associate Professor at the University of
Kentucky.
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“This is an epic story, one relatively wellknown in China (as well known, I’d say, as
Homer in the West), and this text is the
best and most complete telling of it. It’s
good history, philosophy, and literature, all
in one. And the author has certainly done
his homework.”—Paul Fischer, Western
Kentucky University, author of Shizi: China’s
First Syncretist
“The superior translation reflects the author’s
careful engagement with the text and effort
in making this English version as readable as
possible. The footnotes attest to He’s ability
and energy in bringing to bear other primary
sources, in the original and in translation,
along with relevant secondary scholarship.
The extensive annotations will make it
valuable for scholars and should do a great
deal to ensure a positive reception of the
translation.”—Charles Sanft, University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, author of Communication and Cooperation in Early Imperial China

Eight Dogs, or "Hakkenden"
Part One—An Ill-Considered Jest
Kyokutei Bakin. Tr ansl ated by Glynne v.

Kyokutei Bakin's Nanso Satomi hakkenden is one of the monuments of Japanese literature. This multigenerational samurai
saga was one of the most popular and inf luential books of the
nineteenth century, and has been adapted many times into film,
television, fiction, and comics.
An Ill-Considered Jest, the first part of Hakkenden, tells
the story of Satomi clan patriarch Yoshizane and his daughter Princess Fuse. An ill-advised comment forces Yoshizane to
betroth his daughter to the family dog, creating a supernatural
union that ultimately produces the Eight Dog Warriors. Princess
Fuse's heroic and tragic sacrifice, and her strength, intelligence,
and self-determination throughout, render her an immortal
character within Japanese fiction.
Eight Dogs is the culmination of centuries of premodern
Japanese tale-telling, combining aspects of historical romance,
fantasy, Tokugawa-era popular fiction, and Chinese vernacular
stories. Glynne Walley's lively translation conveys the witty and
colorful prose of the original, producing a faithful and entertaining edition of this important literary classic.

"This is a superb and vivid rendering of a vital
work that has too long been unavailable in
English."—Tyran Grillo, translator of The
Running Boy and Other Stories
"Mind-boggling in scale and breathtakingly
intricate, Eight Dogs is gripping, wild, and
touching—a masterpiece of world literature, masterfully translated."—Michael
Emmerich, UCLA

Glynne Walley is an Associate Professor of Japanese Literature at the University of Oregon and author of Good Dogs.
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Imperial Romance
Fictions of Colonial Intimacy in Korea, 1905–
1945
Su Yun Kim

In Imperial Romance, Su Yun Kim argues that the idea of colonial intimacy within the Japanese empire of the early twentieth
century had a far broader and more popular inf luence on discourse makers, social leaders, and intellectuals than previously
understood. Kim investigates representations of Korean-Japanese intimate and familial relationships—including romance,
marriage, and kinship—in literature, media, and cinema, alongside documents that discuss colonial policies during the Japanese protectorate period and colonial rule in Korea (1905–45).
Focusing on Korean perspectives, Kim uncovers political
meaning in the representation of intimacy and emotion between
Koreans and Japanese portrayed in print media and films. Imperial Romance disrupts the conventional reading of colonial-period texts as the result of either coercion or the disavowal of
colonialism, thereby expanding our understanding of colonial
writing practices. The theme of intermarriage gave elite Korean
writers and cultural producers opportunities to question their
complicity with imperialism. Their fictions challenged expected
colonial boundaries, creating tensions in identity and hierarchy,
and also in narratives of the linear developmental trajectory of
modernity. Examining a broad range of writings and films from
this period, Imperial Romance maps the colonized subjects' fascination with their colonizers and with moments that allowed
them to become active participants in and agents of Japanese
and global imperialism.
Su Yun Kim is Assistant Professor of Korean Studies at the
University of Hong Kong. She is coeditor of East Asian Transwar
Popular Culture.
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"Su Yun Kim makes a welcome contribution to
the understanding of 'intermarriage' during
Japanese colonial rule in Korea, tracing the
imagination and representation of colonial
intimacy and pointing to the crucial role of
affect in figuring the politics of assimilatory
empire."—Christopher P. Hanscom, University of California, Los Angeles, author of The
Real Modern
"Imperial Romance tackles an intriguing
subject of both historical importance and
contemporary political relevance. Kim's thorough knowledge of the subject highlights
the complex experience of the colonized."
—Youngju Ryu, University of Michigan, author of Writers of the Winter Republic

We've got insights, commentaries, and Q&As with
our fabulous authors on our website homepage.
It's like a blog, but better!

Want to write for it?
Contact Adriana Ferreira at af582@cornell.edu.

Piercing the Structure of Tradition
Flute Performance, Continuity, and Freedom
in the Music of Noh Drama
Mariko Anno

What does freedom sound like in the context of traditional Japanese theater? Where is the space for innovation, and where can
this kind of innovation be located in the rigid instrumentation
of the Noh drama? In Piercing the Structure of Tradition, Mariko
Anno investigates f lute performance as a space to explore the
relationship between tradition and innovation. This first English-language monograph traces the characteristics of the Noh
f lute (nohkan), its music, and transmission methods and considers the instrument's potential for development in the modern
world. Anno examines the musical structure and nohkan melodic patterns of five traditional Noh plays and assesses the degree
to which Issō School nohkan players maintain to this day the
continuity of their musical traditions in three contemporary Noh
plays influenced by Yeats. Her ethnographic approach draws on
interviews with performers and case studies, as well as her personal ref lection as a nohkan performer and disciple under the
tutelage of Noh masters. She argues that traditions of musical
style and usage remain inf luential in shaping contemporary
Noh composition and performance practice, and the existing
freedom within fixed patterns can be understood through a
firm foundation in Noh tradition.

Mariko Anno is associate professor at Tokyo Institute of
Technology (Tokyo Kogyo Daigaku). Anno is a specialist in
the noh f lute and well versed in the musical aspects of noh.
Her research examines the creative processes in transforming
Japanese noh into English language productions and analyzing the text-music relationship of the two disparate languages.
She is a member of the English noh troupe, Theatre Nohgaku,
and has performed with them in Japan, China, Hong Kong,
and the United States.
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mountainous Northern Luzon, authorities cleared highland forest to creat
the resort town of Baguio, which became the summer capital of the co
lonial Phil-ippines. Partially planned by the famed architect Daniel Burnham
Baguio took its inspiration from the hill stations dotting British India.9 Muc
like these sites, it was designed to help dissipated colonials recover from
the climactic and cultural challenges found at lower altitudes. The “imperia
pastoral” of Baguio allowed Americans to enact cultural rit-uals amid a scru
pulously engineered and sanitized landscape. In its market-places, municipa
buildings, private homes, golf greens, and mountain high-ways, the “govern
ment reservation” promoted a vision of colonial rule stripped o
its unruly and contradictory ele ments.10 Burnham’s plans for Baguio ex
pressed a larger desire to familiarize foreign spaces by reproducing Anglo
Saxon upper- class domestic norms within them. Amid a primitive Philippin
envi-ronment marred by imperfect Spanish remnants, the designers and ad
minis-trators of Baguio looked to the centrally planned communities of th
U.S. heartland for inspiration. burnham imported templates for re
form from amer-ican cities, anticipating colonial fixations on urban ill
like poor sanitation and inadequate ventilation. Local native groups involved
in the construction of Ba-guio became showpieces for boosters. Coerciv
labor and the overhaul of in-digenous terrain became evidence of America
beneficence. far from the fetid, overcrowded slums of manila
Baguio stood as a vision of what could be: a literally and figuratively elevat
ed landscape where tropical degeneration gave way to colonial modernity.1
Moro Province officials shared many of the same preoccupations, althoug
municipalities in the South received fewer resources than imperial vanity proj
ects like Baguio. To compensate for Mindanao- Sulu’s peripheral status, ad
min-istrators there built on what already existed. Zamboanga received
the most fastidious maintenance. In early spring 1899, the U.S. militar
arrived there and discovered that fighting between the Spanish and Filipino
insurrectos had ravaged the town. Shortly after, a large fire spread throug
central Zambo-anga, destroying or damaging many buildings. This presented
an opportunity to reshape the community.12 In the following years, a range o
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Disruptions of Daily Life
Japanese Literary Modernism in the World
Arthur M. Mitchell

Disruptions of Daily Life explores the mass media landscape of
early twentieth century in order to uncover the subversive societal impact of four major Japanese authors: Tanizaki Jun'ichiro,
Yokomitsu Riichi, Kawabata Yasunari, and Hirabayashi Taiko.
Arthur Mitchell examines this literature against global realities
through a modernist lens, studying an alternative modernism
that challenges the Western European model.
Through broad surveys of discussions surrounding Japanese
life in the 1920s, Mitchell locates and examines flourishing
divergent ideologies of the early twentieth century such as
gender, ethnicity, and nationalism. He unravels how the narrative and linguistic strategies of modernist texts interrogated the
innocence of this language, disrupting their hold on people's
imagined relationship to daily life. These modernist works often
discursively displaced the authority of their own claims by inadvertently exposing the global epistemology of East vs. West.
Mitchell's reading of these formalist texts expands modernism
studies into a more translational dialogue by locating subversions within the local historical culture and allowing readers
to make connections to the time and place in which the texts
were written.
In highlighting the unbreakable link between literature and
society, Disruptions of Daily Life reaffirms the value of modernist
fiction and its ability to make us aware of how realities are constructed—and how those realities can be changed.
Arthur Mitchell is Assistant Professor at Macalester College.
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"Disruptions of Daily Life is a richly resourced
study of literary modernism that adds new
dimensions to our understanding of late
Taishō and interwar-era literature. In particular, Arthur Mitchell's focus on "daily life" and
innovations in linguistic style is fascinating
and augments previous studies on literary
modernism in Japan. A strength of this
study is the careful way in which Mitchell
integrates literary, social, historical, and
journalistic sources from both Japanese
and English-language scholarship. This
weave of information provides rich contexts
for the close readings of the selected texts."
—Rebecca Copeland, Professor of Japanese
Literature, Washington University, St. Louis

Catching Up with Arthur M. Mitchell

"Suddenly
the library
itself began
to shake,
setting my
large monitor
atremble."

What’s your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?

How do you wish you could change the
field?

One day, in the periodicals annex of the
Waseda Library in Tokyo, Japan, I was
scrolling through newspaper microfilm
to research coverage of an earthquake
that struck that city in 1923, when suddenly the library itself began to shake,
setting my large monitor atremble. Reading those articles, I had transported back
in time to relive the meanings of that
disaster, how incommensurable it was,
how sudden, how for many Tokyoites it
signified the loss of 30 years of progress.
It was funny and bizarre to be brought
back from this trance into the present by
the jostles of another earthquake.

Japan studies has grown into a big tent
of creative scholarship and expansive
critical scope. But I would like to see the
further growth of critical race studies
in this field. This is not just a call to
interrogate the racial underpinnings
of US academia’s study of Japan (which
has been done to some extent), but to
reverse the disassociation from race
within Japan that helps to maintain its
status as a nation “worth studying.”
Japan is fascinating precisely because
of the complexity it exhibits regarding
dynamics of race ideology. And studying
Japan on these terms promises a more
comprehensive view.

What do you wish you had known when
you started writing your book, that you
know now?
I wish I had known how to write a book.
At least for this academic, writing a first
book was the slow, laborious, uphill
struggle of figuring out what a book
was, groping in the dark to discover my
idea, determine my values, and find my
voice. In retrospect, writing this book
seems to have been a tremendous act of
blind faith. Those that aided along the
way - friends, mentors, advisors, then
readers and editors - helped to make a
dream come true.
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Sovereignty and “One Acre of
Ground”
Leela Prasad

E

very November, a literary hum fills the air as novel
writers across the world commit to writing 50,000
words in a challenge called National Novel Writing
Month. Love, history, adventure, sorrow, magic, life itself,
happen in the space created by this hum. Each writer
curates memory, experience, and fantasy to determine
who enters this space, who exits it, and how people and
things live in it. Destinies are carved that corroborate
and refute lived realities in just and unjust ways.
To write, to create, is to assert a sovereignty. The
Caribbean writer George Lamming calls this sovereign
terrain “one acre of ground.” “It is inexhaustible,” he says,
“and the one thing that one could not bear to lose and
go on breathing would be that acre—that is to be held
on to.” So enormous is the importance of this sovereign
acre that its loss is tantamount to losing oneself, one’s
life-breath.
The Cowichan / Syilx First Nations artist Lawrence
Paul Yuxweluptun’s 1991 painting, “Scorched Earth,
Clear-cut Logging on Native Sovereign Land. Shaman
Coming to Fix” depicts a shaman witnessing the exhaustion of a ravaged earth in the backdrop of sorrowful
landscape elements. Against the appropriation of Native lands and resources by White peoples, Yuxweluptun says, “Painting is a form of political activism, a way
to exercise my inherent right, my right to authority, my
freedom…I can speak out in my paintings even without
the recognition of self-government.”
Yuxweluptun’s bold remarks articulate the paradox
that I engage in my book The Audacious Raconteur:
an oppressor may be able to survey and seize a community’s land and bodies, inflict change and injure, but
is never able to possess its culture; it remains unassailable. The everydayness of everyday life is built out of
an ethos of kinship and memory that the oppressor can
perhaps become aware of, but is unable to usurp.
One of the most powerful scenes for me in the film
Amistad is when Cinque tells John Quincy Adams that
they would not be alone in the court, and Adams agrees
saying “We have right at our side. We have righteousness at our side.” But Cinque responds:
I meant my ancestors.
I will call into the past,
far back to the beginning of time,
and beg them to come and help me
BEHIND THE BOOK

at the judgment.
I will reach back
and draw them into me.
And they must come,
for at this moment, I am the whole
reason they have existed at all.
Nobody but Cinque can call on his past to be present. This is Lamming’s unassailable “acre of ground,” the
epistemic and resilient sovereignty that Yuxweluptun
alludes to.
In this vein, The Audacious Raconteur tells the stories
of four Indian narrators—an ayah, a lawyer, an archaeologist, and a librarian—who were subjects of the British colonial government. But far from being subjugated, these
narrators demonstrated audaciously that they held sway
over domains of language, culture, and the arts of emotion and memory.
Through spirited orality, intrepid wit, maverick photography, literary ventriloquism, and bilingualism, they
take down the mastheads of colonialism—colonial modernity, history, science, and native knowledge. The dismantling of oppressive structures, at the end of the day,
is possible because of audacious raconteurs, ethical and
artistic figures necessary in human experience.

Bestseller

Audacious Raconteur
Sovereignty and Storytelling in Colonial India
Leel a Pr asad

Can a subject be sovereign in a hegemony? Can creativity be
reined in by forces of empire? Studying closely the oral narrations and writings of four Indian authors in colonial India,
The Audacious Raconteur argues that even the most hegemonic
circumstances cannot suppress "audacious raconteurs": skilled
storytellers who fashion narrative spaces that allow themselves
to remain sovereign and beyond subjugation.
By drawing attention to the vigorous orality, maverick use
of photography, literary ventriloquism, and bilingualism in
the narratives of these raconteurs, Leela Prasad shows how
the ideological bulwark of colonialism—formed by concepts of
colonial modernity, history, science, and native knowledge—is
dismantled. Audacious raconteurs wrest back meanings of
religion, culture, and history that are closer to their lived understandings. The figure of the audacious raconteur does not
only hover in an archive but suffuses everyday life. Underlying
these ideas, Prasad's personal interactions with the narrators'
descendants give weight to her innovative argument that the
audacious raconteur is a necessary ethical and artistic figure
in human experience.
Leel a Pr asad is Professor of Ethics and Religious Studies at
Duke University. She is the award-winning author of Poetics of
Conduct and the codirector of the film Aftertones. Follow her on
Twitter @ProfLeelaPrasad.

Thanks to generous funding from Duke University, the ebook
editions of this book are available as Open Access volumes from
Cornell Open (cornellopen.org) and other repositories.
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"Acting as sleuth, storyteller and scholar, Leela Prasad introduces us to four irrepressible
figures, whose lives and voices asserted a
kind of sovereign subjectivity even under
colonial rule. This is a remarkable book
that showcases Prasad's critical vision, her
attentive ear, and her sympathy for her subjects."—Brian A. Hatcher, Tufts University,
author of Hinduism Before Reform
"The Audacious Raconteur is an unusual and
compellingly written book that will leave
a lasting mark in the field."—Ajay Skaria,
University of Minnesota, author of Unconditional Equality
"The Audacious Raconteur is an amazingly
compact, original, brilliant book. Leela
Prasad's meticulous, tireless research
uncovers fascinating and unique histories
of the four 'audacious raconteurs.'"—Ann
Grodzins Gold, Syracuse University, author
of Shiptown
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The Running Boy and Other Stories
Megumu Sagisawa. Tr ansl ated By Tyr an Grillo

With this newly translated version of The Running Boy, the fiction
of Megumu Sagisawa makes its long-overdue first appearance
in English. Lovingly rendered with a critical introduction by the
translator, this collection of three stories, written in 1989, sits on
the thinnest part of Japan's economic bubble and provides and
cautionary glimpse into the malaise of its impending collapse.
From the aging regulars of a shabby snack bar in "Galactic City" to the mental breakdowns of "A Slender Back," and
the family secrets lurking within the title story between them,
Sagisawa offers a trilogy of laser-focused character studies. Exploring dichotomies of past versus present, young versus old,
life versus death, and countless shades of meaning beyond, she
elicits vibrant commonalities of the human condition from some
of its most ennui-laden examples. A curious form of affirmation
awaits her readers, who may just come out of her monochromatic
word paintings with more colorful realizations about themselves
and the world at large. Such insight is rare in a writer so young,
and this book is a fitting testament to her premature death, the
legacy of which is sure to inspire a new generation of readers
in the post-truth era.
Tyr an Grillo is an independent scholar specializing in
contemporary Japanese literature. He has previously translated numerous other novels, including Parasite Eve, Paradise,
and Murder in the Red Chamber. Follow him on Twitter @
TyranGrillo.

"This book sheds light on a lesser known
Japanese writer, Megumu Sagisawa, and
works to inform English-speaking audiences
about her intriguing works."—Reiko
Tachibana, Pennsylvania State University,
author of Narrative as a Counter-Memory
"Megumu Sagisawa's writings provide
luminous insights into senses of urban
displacement and malaise in late 80s and
early 90s Japan. Tyran Grillo's translations
do much to capture the desolation and
hard-edged beauty of Sagisawa's prose."
—Andrew Way Leong, University of
California, Berkeley
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Paradox and Representation
Silenced Voices in the Narratives of Nakagami
Kenji
Machiko Ishik awa

How can the "voiceless" voice be represented? This primary
question underpins lshikawa's analysis of selected work by
Buraku writer, Nakagami Kenji (1946-1992). In spite of his
Buraku background, Nakagami's privilege as a writer made
it difficult for him to "hear" and "represent" those voices
silenced by mainstream social structures in Japan. This "paradox of representing the silenced voice" is the key theme of the
book. Gayatri Spivak theorizes the (im)possibility of representing the voice of "subalterns," those oppressed by imperialism,
patriarchy and heteronomativity. Arguing for Burakumin as
Japan's "subalterns," Ishikawa draws on Spivak to analyze
Nakagami' s texts.
The first half of the book revisits the theme of the transgressive Burakumin man. This section includes analysis of a
seldom discussed narrative of a violent man and his silenced
wife. The second half of the book focuses on the rarely heard
voices of Burakumin women from the Akiyuki trilogy. Satoko,
the prostitute, unknowingly commits incest with her half-brother, Akiyuki. The aged Yuki sacrifices her youth in a brothel to
feed her fatherless family. The mute Moyo remains traumatized
by rape. lshikawa' s close reading of Nakagami's representation
of the silenced voices of these sexually stigmatized women is
this book's unique contribution to Nakagami scholarship.
Machiko Ishik awa is Lecturer at the Global Education
Center, Surugadai University. She previously held positions
as a sessional lecturer and research assistant in the University
of Tasmania's Department of Japanese. She has contributed
essays to Cultural and Social Division in Contemporary Japan
and Gender, Costume, Textiles, Technique.

"This is an ambitious book that offers
insights into the work of Nakagami Kenji
by theorizing him as a thoughtful writer
of the subaltern in the Japanese context.
It seeks to uncover a deep criticality and
perceptiveness in his work mostly in relation
to female subjects who have heretofore been
neglected by many scholars."—Tim Amos,
National University of Singapore
"The study has the potential to be a valuable
and original contribution to the current
English language studies on Nakagami Kenji.
The argument is bold and convincing and
the use of theory is generally appropriate
and accurate. The study is on the whole
well researched and in general appropriate
sources are cited, with exceptions noted."
—Nina Cornyetz, New York University
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Language Ungoverned
Indonesia's Chinese Print Entrepreneurs,
1911–1949
Tom G. Hoogervorst

By exploring a rich array of Malay texts from novels and newspapers to poems and plays, Tom Hoogervorst's Language Ungoverned examines how the Malay of the Chinese-Indonesian
community defied linguistic and political governance under
Dutch colonial rule, offering a fresh perspective on the subversive role of language in colonial power relations.
As a liminal colonial population, the ethnic Chinese in Indonesia resorted to the press for their education, legal and medical advice, conflict resolution, and entertainment. Hoogervorst
deftly depicts how the linguistic choices made by these print
entrepreneurs brought Chinese-inflected Malay to the fore as
the language of popular culture and everyday life, subverting
the official Malay of the Dutch authorities. Through his readings of Sino-Malay print culture published between the 1870s
and 1940s, Hoogervorst highlights the inherent value of this
vernacular Malay as a language of the people.
Tom G. Hoogervorst is a historical linguist at the Royal
Netherlands Institute of Southeast Asian and Caribbean Studies,
and author of Southeast Asia in the Ancient Indian Ocean World.

"Language Ungoverned is a terrific breakthrough study based on meticulous research
that brings new light to the colonial world
of Indonesia's peranakan Chinese and
their vibrant Sino-Malay press. Very fine
scholarship—a lucid, polished, and original
book."—James Rush, Arizona State University, author of Hamka's Great Story
"Drawing on a rich collection of texts that
have not been systematically explored before, Language Ungoverned is a pioneering
study of Sino-Malay, a language hitherto
glossed as a "lower" or "impure" variety of
Malay. This will be a milestone work in its
field."—Rachel Leow, Cambridge University,
author of Taming Babel
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Meritocracy and Its Discontents
Anxiety and the National College Entrance
Exam in China
Zachary M. Howlet t

Meritocracy and Its Discontents investigates the wider social,
political, religious, and economic dimensions of the Gaokao,
China's national college entrance exam, as well as the complications that arise from its existence. Each year, some nine
million high school seniors in China take the Gaokao, which
determines college admission and provides a direct but difficult
route to an urban lifestyle for China's hundreds of millions of
rural residents. But with college graduates struggling to find
good jobs, some are questioning the exam's legitimacy—and,
by extension, the fairness of Chinese society. Chronicling the
experiences of underprivileged youth, Zachary M. Howlett's
research illuminates how people remain captivated by the exam
because they regard it as fateful—an event both consequential
and undetermined. He finds that the exam enables people both
to rebel against the social hierarchy and to achieve recognition
within it.
In Meritocracy and Its Discontents, Howlett contends that the
Gaokao serves as a pivotal rite of passage in which people strive
to personify cultural virtues such as diligence, composure, filial
devotion, and divine favor.
Zachary M. Howlet t is Assistant Professor of Anthropology
at Yale-NUS College at the National University of Singapore
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"Meritocracy and Its Discontents is innovative,
and clearly and cogently written. Howlett
makes bold, clear arguments about the
unfairness of China's college entrance
exam and the role it plays in perpetuating
a myth of meritocracy in China."—Vanessa
Fong, Amherst College, author of Paradise
Redefined
"Zachary M. Howlett opens the black box
of the Gaokao to reveal that it is not only a
fateful rite of passage, but also a complex
social phenomenon laden with ritual, magic,
dark horses, examination champions, latent
potential, luck, character building, social
inequity, and the possibility of changing
one's fate."—Karrie Koesel, University
of Notre Dame, author of Religion and
Authoritarianism
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foreign silver coins created a louzhi, a meta phor describing wine leaking ou
of a cup, which Zhang used to imply a loss of economic privi
leges. Here he built on the language of Wang Liu, the monetary thinke
from the 1830s who had also employed this meta phor, but Zhang altered
to describe a dif fer ent issue. Whereas Wang used the term to refer to th
prob lem of silver flowing out of China during the Daoguang Depressio
and the spike in the silver- copper ratio, Zhang used it to refer to for
eign silver coins flowing into china and trading above the valu
of their silver content. Zhang also noted that the foreign silver dollars cir
culating in Guangdong were worn out and broken down. For these rea
sons, the circulation of foreign silver dollars needed to be opposed. Zhang
initially proposed making the Guangdong coin slightly heavier than othe
dollars in circulation. He also thought the front of the coins should have in
formation about the reign in which it was minted in both chinese and
manchu. The obverse should have a coiled dragon, ringed by informa
tion about the origin and weight of the coin written in both Chinese and E
glish. Zhang also made two conceptual points about why the dynasty should
begin minting silver coins. First, he argued that profits from minting silve
coins could be used to subsidize the production of copper cash, one of th
traditional respon-sibilities of Qing provincial officials. Second, Zhang con
nected coinage with other aspects of the Yangwu yundong by employing th
phrase “self- strengthening” (ziqiang). For Zhang, coinage reform was a par
of this pro cess.18 In using the lan-guage of a leaky wine cup, economic
rights, and preventing the circulation of foreign silver, Zhang
expressed his belief that the proposed coins would be “the forerunner of
national currency.”19 The proposal marked Zhang’s initial foray into mone
tary reform, an issue he would be intimately involved with as he be-came on
of the most power ful and influential officials in the late Qing dy
nasty. The lengthiest response to Zhang’s ideas came from Yan Jingming
a key of-ficial in the Board of Revenue, who articulated several worries. First
since China did not have significant deposits of silver, most of the material fo
minting would have to come from abroad. The price of purchasing the ma
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The Future Conditional
Building an English-Speaking Society in
Northeast China
Eric S. Henry

In The Future Conditional, Eric S. Henry brings twelve-years
of expertise and research to offer a nuanced discussion of the
globalization of the English language and the widespread effects
it has had on Shenyang, the capital and largest city of China's
northeast Liaoning Province. Adopting an ethnographic and
linguistic perspective, Henry considers the personal connotations that English, has for Chinese people, beyond its role in
the education system. Through research on how English is
spoken, taught, and studied in China, Henry considers what
the language itself means to Chinese speakers. How and why, he
asks, has English become so deeply fascinating in contemporary
China, simultaneously existing as a source of desire and anxiety? The answer, he suggests, is that English-speaking Chinese
consider themselves distinctly separate from those who do not
speak the language, the result of a cultural assumption that
speaking English makes a person modern.
Seeing language as a study that goes beyond the classroom,
The Future Conditional assesses the emerging viewpoint that, for
many citizens, speaking English in China has become a cultural
need—and, more immediately, a realization of one's future.
Eric S. Henry is Associate Professor of Anthropology at Saint
Mary's University, Halifax. He has been published in City &
Society, Language in Society, Anthropological Quarterly, and
Anthropologica.
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"Finally we have an ethnography of English
language learning in China that is informative, insightful and critical all at the same
time. The Future Conditional is great work,
written in an engaging style."—Li Wei, Chair
of Applied Linguistics, University College
London
"The Future Conditional brings new insights
and fascinating detail to the interplay of
languages in the context of Shenyang. The
voice of individuals is especially powerful,
and Henry's anthropological expertise adds
to the quality of the book."—Bob Adamson,
The Education University of Hong Kong
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Catching Up with Eric S. Henry

"Learning
English is like
time travel."

What’s your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?

How do you wish you could change the
field?

I once sat in a classroom with a group of
Chinese high school students writing a
practice version of their college entrance
examination’s English portion, and I
decided to write it with them. I breezed
through the multiple choice and fillin-the-blank questions, but continually
found myself stopping and puzzling over
questions. I had to untangle the meaning
of a sample sentence or I felt that two
or more of the potential answers were
correct. Despite being a native speaker, I
only scored 85% - not good enough to get
into a top university English program.

Linguistic anthropology is part of a
broader field which, as a whole, often
does not pay as much attention to language as it should, and in particular the
kinds of language people use to accomplish everyday interactions or to narrate
their lives. A lot of times we present our
data as if everyone were actually speaking perfect English. I argue that the field
has to pay attention to the choices people
make about their language: what words
do they choose (or not choose) to use,
how do they blend languages together,
and how do they sound local or global?

What do you wish you had known when
you started writing your book, that you
know now?
When I started writing this book, I
thought I was studying the role of English as a global language in China. But
as I started putting the pieces together,
I realized the book is not about language
– it is about time. A lot of people in Shenyang feel like their opportunities are limited, that they are being left behind or
trapped in the past. Learning English is
like time-travel; it is believed to have the
potential to propel people into the future,
to be at the cutting-edge of the social and
economic changes affecting Shenyang.
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Pop City
Korean Popular Culture and the Selling of
Place
Youjeong Oh

Pop City examines the use of Korean television dramas and
K-pop music to promote urban and rural places in South Korea.
Building on the phenomenon of Korean pop culture, Youjeong
Oh argues that pop culture–featured place selling mediates two
separate domains: political decentralization and the globalization of Korean popular culture.
By analyzing the process of culture-featured place marketing, Pop City shows that urban spaces are produced and sold
just like TV dramas and pop idols by promoting spectacular
images rather than substantial physical and cultural qualities.
Oh demonstrates how the speculative, image-based, and consumer-exploitive nature of popular culture shapes the commodification of urban space and ultimately argues that pop
culture–mediated place promotion entails the domination of
urban space by capital in more sophisticated and fetishized ways.
Youjeong Oh is Associate Professor in the Department of
Asian Studies, University of Texas at Austin.

"Pop City provides a compelling analysis
of contemporary popular culture in South
Korea. This book documents how Korean
producers harnessed the global popularity
of K-Pop to persuade local municipalities
to finance the production of dramas in
exchange for place branding. A novel
rereading of K-pop, the result is a masterpiece that will appeal to readers interested
in place branding and South Korean popular
culture."—Gabriella Lukacs, Associate Professor in the Department of Anthropology,
University of Pittsburgh
"The significance of Youjeong Oh’s Pop City
lies in the fact that it covers urban policy,
developmentalism, popular culture and
tourism, and affect, while enabling readers
to see these aspects as a nexus of contingent
assemblages. It will appeal to a multidisciplinary audience and provide significant
contributions to urban theory, development
studies, geography, ethnographic studies,
media and communication studies, affect
theories, and Korean studies."—Jesook
Song, Professor in the Department of Anthropology, University of Toronto

$19.95 paperback | $9.99 ebook
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Uneasy Military Encounters
The Imperial Politics of Counterinsurgency in
Southern Thailand
Ruth Streicher

Uneasy Military Encounters presents a historically and theoretically grounded political ethnography of the Thai military's
counterinsurgency practices in the southern borderland, home
to the greater part of the Malay-Muslim minority. Ruth Streicher argues that counterinsurgency practices mark the southern
population as the racialized, religious, and gendered other of the
Thai, which contributes to producing Thailand as an imperial
formation: a state formation based on essentialized difference
between the Thai and their others.
Through a genealogical approach, Uneasy Military Encounters
addresses broad conceptual questions of imperial politics in a
non-Western context: How can we understand imperial policing
in a country that was never colonized? How is "Islam" constructed in a state that is officially secular and promotes Buddhist tolerance? What are the (historical) dynamics of imperial patriarchy
in a context internationally known for its gender pluralism? The
resulting ethnography excavates the imperial politics of concrete
encounters between the military and the southern population
in the ongoing conflict in southern Thailand.
Ruth Streicher is a postdoctoral researcher at the University
of Heidelberg.

"Uneasy Military Encounters is a strong,
innovative, and valuable book. It offers
many important contributions to the study
of Thailand's southern insurgency. Streicher's arguments are persuasive and well
supported. She deftly conveys the complex—and often tragic—consequences of
this conflict."— Richard A. Ruth, US Naval
Academy, author of In Buddah's Company
"Ruth Streicher has provided an incredibly
rich ethnography, weaving together gender,
race, and military activities to expose different layers of Thai/Siamese imperialism.
Uneasy Military Encounters is an impressive
book that possessess exceptional merit."—
Michael Jerryson, Youngstown State, author
of Buddhist Fury
"In her sophisticated and refreshing book
Ruth Streicher shows how and why imperial Thailand governs the Deep South with
methods that perpetuate the conflict they
are intended to resolve. Counterinsurgency,
an unconventional form of war, mobilizes
Islam in positive terms in order to police the
population."— Craig J. Reynolds, Australian
National University
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Marriage and Marriageability
The Practices of Matchmaking between Men
from Japan and Women from Northeast China
Chigusa Yamaur a

How do the Japanese men and Chinese women who participate
in cross-border matchmaking—individuals whose only interaction is often just one brief meeting—come to see one another as
potential marriage partners? Motivated by this question, Chigusa Yamaura traces the practices of Sino-Japanese matchmaking
from transnational marriage agencies in Tokyo to branch offices
and language schools in China, from initial meetings to marriage, the visa application processes, and beyond to marital life
in Japan.
Engaging issues of colonial history, local norms, and the
very ability to conceive of another or oneself as marriageable,
Marriage and Marriageability rethinks cross-border marriage
not only as a form of gendered migration, but also as a set of
practices that constructs marriageable partners and imaginable
marriages. Yamaura shows that instead of desiring different
others, these transnational marital relations are based on the
tactical deployment of socially and historically created conceptions of proximity between Japan and northeast China. Far from
seeking to escape local practices, participants in these marriages
actively seek to avoid transgressing local norms. By doing so on
a transnational scale, they paradoxically reaffirm and attempt to
remain within the boundaries of local marital ideologies.
Chigusa Yamaur a is a Departmental Lecturer and Junior
Research Fellow at the Nissan Institute of Japanese Studies and
the Contemporary China Studies in the Oxford School of Global
and Area Studies, and also Junior Research fellow at Wolfson
College in the University of Oxford.
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"Marriage and Marriageability makes some
significant contribution to the study of marriage, transnational flows and mobility. It is
based on a serious research and it is unique
in bringing in the two 'sides' or voices of
both the Chinese brides and the Japanese
men, mainly owing to the author's ability to
communicate in both languages."— Ofra
Goldstein-Gidoni, Tel Aviv University, author of Housewives of Japan and Packaged
Japaneseness
"Chigusa Yamaura has written a book
that is carefully researched and makes an
important addition to a growing literature
on cross-border marriage."— Joshua Hotaka Roth, Mount Holyoke College, author
of Brokered Homeland

Transnational Marriage between
Strangers

H

Chigusa Yamaura

ow did two strangers at the time of transnational
marriage come to see one another as marriageable?
“Is he/she the right person?” “Do I really know him/
her?” “Will my parents accept our marriage?” “Will this
marriage make me happy?”… and so on. These are
common frequently asked questions for people considering marriage. Indeed, marrying someone remains
a big decision. And when the marriage in question is
with someone you have only met briefly at a meeting
arranged through an agency, someone with whom you
have only spoken via translator, these questions become
particularly serious.
In Marriage and Marriageability, I examine transnational matchmaking practices between Japanese men
and Chinese women. Between 2009-2013, I traced the
experiences of participants from transnational matchmaking agencies in Tokyo to several-day matchmaking tours to northeast China, from Japanese language
lessons for new Chinese brides in China to marital life
back in Japan. In the process, I came to learn how the
Japanese men and Chinese women involved came to
see marriage to one another as possible.
Japan’s transnational matchmaking industry emerged
in the late 1980s, originally catering to men in rural Japan. But by the time I began my research, it was not
men from the countryside, but mainly middle-aged,
white-collar businessmen living in urban areas who were
engaging their services to find Chinese brides. The majority of bridal candidates were from northeast China.
Not having professional skills or education, many of
them believed that marriage offered them a path to a
more secure life.
Why did both sides choose to seek a partner through
a transnational marriage agency? This is probably the
first question that many of the readers will have. Certainly, the economic inequalities existing between Japanese
men and Chinese women are a crucial part of the story.
Moreover, it was always Chinese women who moved to
Japan, never the reverse. Correspondingly, it was Chinese women who needed to learn a new language, new
customs, and sometimes even take on a new Japanese
name. Yet, as one marriage broker told me, “these marriages should not only be about yen (Japanese money)
but also about en/yuenfen (fate).” In other words, money was essential but not everything. The participants
needed to make sense of their own marriages on their
own terms. They wanted to find meaning for their relationships, they wanted to be able to cast them as legitimate and even natural.
What I wanted to show in Marriage and Marriage-

ability is that the Japanese-Chinese cross-border
matchmaking practices I examined are not simply another form of gendered migration rooted in global
economic inequalities, they are also inextricably a form
of marriage. It seems obvious, but by looking at these
matchmaking practices through the lens of marriage, we
can see how these men and women relied on, appropriated, and stretched local marital norms creatively in
efforts to render their marriages acceptable and even
ordinary.
Instead of desiring exotic or traditional partners,
which scholars have observed in other types of transnational intimate relations, the participants I followed
sought the similar and familiar. They used perceived
physical, racial and cultural similarities strategically. They
concealed undesired differences and inequalities. And
sometimes they just reframed their differences as those
ordinarily exist between men and women.
Interestingly, instead of treating the history of Japanese colonialism as a cause for antagonism, participants
framed it as a source of historical ties and feelings of
familiarity between Japan and northeast China, with the
flows of people between Japan and northeast China
being a natural outcome.
Instead of seeing their marriages as exceptional or
transgressive, they tried to frame their relations as “almost” like other domestic marriages. Japanese men
would describe Chinese brides are “almost” like Japanese women. Chinese women thought that they were
marrying into a proximate community with a similar
lifestyle, albeit located across a national border. Indeed,
they did not want to transgress local norms concerning
marriage and who counts as an appropriate marriage
partner but rather sought to realize these as closely as
possible on a transnational scale.
The answer is yes for some and no for others. Yet, do
marriages generally have happy endings? Probably the
answer is the same. Why is this question more frequently asked of transnational marriages? They are seen as
based on multiple inequalities, which is true. However,
inequalities—particularly gendered ones—exist in many
marital relations, and inequalities exist between the married and the unmarried as well. It may seem that for the
Japanese-Chinese marriages I studied these inequalities were particularly glaring, but by looking at how
participants coped with these and sought to conform
to social norms and expectations about marriage, it also
sheds light on how much we take for granted about the
pressures and inequalities that also exist in so-called
normal marriages.
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Intimacy across the Fencelines
Sex, Marriage, and the U.S. Military in
Okinawa
Rebecca Forgash

Intimacy Across the Fencelines examines intimacy in the form
of sexual encounters, dating, marriage, and family that involve
US service members and local residents. Rebecca Forgash analyzes the stories of individual US service members and their
Okinawan spouses and family members against the backdrop of
Okinawan history, political and economic entanglements with
Japan and the United States, and a longstanding anti-base movement. The narratives highlight the simultaneously repressive
and creative power of military "fencelines," sites of symbolic
negotiation and struggle involving gender, race, and class that
divide the social landscape in communities that host US bases.
Intimacy Across the Fencelines anchors the global US military
complex and US-Japan security alliance in intimate everyday
experiences and emotions, illuminating important aspects of
the lived experiences of war and imperialism.
Rebecca Forgash is Professor of Anthropology at Metropolitan State University of Denver.
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"In this carefully crafted book, Forgash's
ethnographic inquiry into sex, affect, and
the construction of new forms of sociality
adds an important dimension to our understanding of the lived experience of war and
imperialism."— Christopher Nelson, University of north Carolina, author of Dancing
with the Dead

age, photograph, home village, medical history, and the name of their plac
of employment and that verified their official registration as sex
workers—the French resident at Quang Yên and military suggested plac
ing me tây under surveillance and requiring them to register them with polic
as sex workers, carry work booklets, and submit to regulations 181 A 193
document marked “confidential” revealed that the military requested that th
director of medical services for troops stationed in Indochina report all me tâ
who were infected with venereal disease. The doctor was obliged
to reject the order on grounds of doctor-patient confidentiality but nonethe
less assured his superiors that “it’s not that I do not recognize that me tây ar
prostitutes.” 182 We know the most about sex work that occurred near th
military encampment at Tông, near the provincial capital Son Tây and for
ty-five miles northwest of Hanoi. Established in 1928, Tông was flanked by A
Mô and Son Loc, once simple farming towns that had turned into com-mer
cial towns focused on supplying the military with bars, opium dens, danc
halls, and boardinghouses. 183 The base was home to an artillery unit,
marine infantry company, a company of assault tanks, and a unit of Tonki
nese infantrymen. In total, more than twelve hundred European men wer
stationed at Tông at any one time. French authorities classified three type
of sex workers in the vicin-ity. the smallest group was registered
sex workers. In 1938, there was only one registered brothel, which housed
twenty-five sex workers. The brothel closed that year, leaving the women to
sell sex out of their homes. According to one military doctor, registered se
workers were typically undesirable women: “women with flaws (ugliness, age
ineptitude).” 184 the second form of sex worker that authori
ties identified at Tông were me tây, the cohabiting girlfriends of soldiers
discussed earlier. Of the 713 legionnaires stationed at Tông, 281 reported hav
ing a me tây. The temporary wife situation was ideal for legionnaires from Af
rica, many of whom sought a family-like environment while stationed far from
their home countries. The me tây in Tông reportedly lived quite well, in sma
houses serviced by a maid. In 1938, legionnaires reportedly gave their me tâ
an average of half of their monthly salary, the payout amounting to twent
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To Be an Entrepreneur
Social Enterprise and Disruptive Development
in Bangladesh
Julia Qermezi Huang

In To Be an Entrepreneur, Julia Qermezi Huang focuses on
Bangladesh's iAgent social-enterprise model, the set of economic processes that animate the delivery of this model, and
the implications for women's empowerment. The book offers
new ethnographic approaches that reincorporate relational
economics into the study of social enterprise. It details the
tactics, dilemmas, compromises, aspirations, and unexpected
possibilities that digital social enterprise opens up for women
entrepreneurs, and reveals the implications of policy models
promoting women's empowerment: the failure of focusing on
individual autonomy and independence.
While describing the historical and incomplete transition of
Bangladesh's development models from their roots in a patronage-based moral economy to a market-based social-enterprise arrangement, Huang concludes that market-driven interventions
fail to grasp the sociopolitical and cultural contexts in which
poverty and gender inequality are embedded and sustained.
Julia Qermezi Huang is a Lecturer in Anthropology of Development at the University of Edinburgh. She is the author of
Tribeswomen of Iran. Follow her on Twitter @Juli_Q_Huang.
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"To Be an Entrepreneur makes a significant
contribution to a number of academic literatures in anthropology, development studies
and beyond. It adds an ethnographically rich
and analytically sophisticated case to the
growing literature on social enterprises in international development."— Anke Schwittay,
University of Sussex, author of New Media
and International Development
"A very well researched and written book.
Huang forges an organic link between
anthropological theories on the new entrepreneurship and her own empirical findings
and weaves these together in a seamless
narrative."— Naila Kabeer, London School
of Economics, author of Social Protection as
Development Policy
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Bangladesh’s Women Entrepreneurs
R ally against COVID-19
Juli Huang

I

recently joined a COVID-19-themed Zoom session
with 25 women entrepreneurs living in rural parts
of Bangladesh who are trained to provide information-and technology-based services to village residents.
The session and the eSheBee program of which the
women are a part are led by experienced social entrepreneur Mosharrof Hossain, a native of Bangladesh.
Over the past several weeks, these women have participated in eLearning courses via their smartphones in
order to become COVID-19 first responders. Their role
will be to generate awareness about health practices and
disseminate the government’s advice about mitigating
the spread of the COVID-19 virus. They will counter
social-media misinformation that advocates treatments
such as shaving one’s head and rubbing saline in one’s
nose to protect against COVID-19.
The crisis they will respond to is not just—and not
even primarily—a public health crisis, but a humanitarian
one.
When the nation-wide lockdown of Bangladesh began on March 26, 2020, people were advised to remain
off the streets. The concepts of sheltering in place and
social distancing in Bangladesh, however, are tricky ones
to put into practice.
Rural families often consist of a dozen members living together in a single dwelling and who span 3-4 generations. Families live each day on the income (or products) that their members have earned that day. Their
loss of mobility means the loss of income, which means
the inability to purchase food. According to recent reports, fourteen percent of families now have no food at
home, and over seventy percent have lost their source
of livelihood. This situation is less a public-health crisis,
Asif Saleh, Executive Director of BRAC tells us than “a
humanitarian crisis with a public health dimension.”
Alongside relief efforts promised by the government’s Disaster Management and Relief Ministry and
coming from large-scale NGOs such as BRAC, Bangladesh’s female entrepreneurs from programs such as
eSheBee are also being mobilized.
These young women are trained to provide digital-technology-based services to marginalised villagers.
Until the recent shutdown, most of their work covered
a vast territory. In different villages during the course
of a day, rural entrepreneurs measured blood pressure,
checked blood-glucose levels, and provided pregnancy

tests. They topped up mobile-phone airtime, arranged
digital remittances, and helped migrant workers abroad
to skype with their relatives in Bangladesh. They also
helped people to access government poverty-alleviation schemes. Now, in addition to key health-related
information, these women will deliver medicine, essential goods, and vital information to vulnerable families so
people can remain safely at home.
In 2013-14, I conducted ethnographic research
among women entrepreneurs in rural areas in northwestern Bangladesh. My book, To Be an Entrepreneur,
documents their trials and tribulations as they attempted to mobilize their social lives and social contacts in
new and entrepreneurial ways, while also harnessing
market opportunities to support their families and extended kinship groups. These brave women struggled
against social expectations that women should stay at
home, faced stigma as they rode bicycles from village
to village, and experienced anxiety when they could not
convince fellow villagers to pay for the services they
provided.
But these women also built a strong community of
fellow entrepreneurs who faced similar challenges, experienced the pride of earning their own incomes for
the first time, and began to dream of futures where their
families could rely on them as much as they relied on
their families.
While I attended the COVID-19 eLearning session
for eSheBee women entrepreneurs, I witnessed good
practice in online education (a skill with which all educators across the world are also experimenting). I saw
the women’s dedication to continuing to contribute to
the health and wellness of their communities, even at a
time when their livelihoods and opportunities for earning were temporarily closing down due to the mandates
of the pandemic.
Crises such as these (and Bangladesh is certainly no
stranger to them) often open windows for new kinds of
actors to gain social recognition, and I hope that Bangladesh’s rural women entrepreneurs are recognized for the
care, service, and valor they will be contributing in the
coming weeks and months.
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R acial Politics in Putin’s Russia
Kathryn E. Graber

B

lack Lives Matter has flowered well beyond the
US to become a global movement, giving us an
opportunity—and a moral obligation—to think
more critically about how racism functions in diverse
societies. In some national-political contexts, protesters
have directed their outrage toward symbols of specifically Black oppression, toppling statues of slave traders.
In other contexts with histories of colonialism, the movement has become about oppression more generally, an
impetus, from Manitoba to Australia, to reckon with the
structural violence directed at colonized peoples.
In Russia, the Moment Is… Complicated
The Black Lives Matter movement has struck a nerve,
but it has not prompted widespread empathetic protests or a real reckoning with Russia’s own race relations.
Most Russian commentators have focused on isolated
incidents of looting and unruliness among protesters.
More crucially, they have treated BLM and the structural inequality that provoked it as essentially American
problems, such that they don’t see any reason to turn
criticism inward.
Is Russian Racism Definitionally Impossible?
This attitude has a long history. Soviet discourse
during the Cold War held that racism was a problem of
the capitalist West, particularly the United States. Soviet nationalities policies focused on mixing rather than
segregation, encouraging extensive internal migration
between far-flung parts of the Soviet Union and its
“brother republics.” Early Soviet biologists studied the
physiological benefits of racial mixing in border republics like Buryatia, directly challenging Nazi “race science.”
Linguists emphasized the mutual influence of languages
on one another.
Some of this might sound like colonialism. But indigenous peoples were supposed to have been liberated
from Russian colonialism by Soviet socialism, so it was
definitionally impossible for Soviet minorities to be colonial subjects. This narrative has had remarkable staying
power, and racism within contemporary Russia remains,
even in the era of BLM, largely undiscussed. So, is Russian racism impossible?
Short Answer: No
Most non-Slavic people understand themselves as
racialized within Russia, without necessarily using the
term. Racism especially impacts labor migrants from
Central Asia and the Caucasus, as well as members of
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Russia’s many ethnolinguistic minorities.
My book, Mixed Messages, examines the history
and politics of one such native minority, the Buryats of
southeastern Siberia. I focus on language, which has
been the main criterion for ethnonational belonging in
the Buryat territories, and on the media that reify expectations about who speaks “good” Buryat and, thus, is a
“good Buryat.”
Drawing on ethnographic research conducted since
2005, I argue in the book that contemporary native Siberians like the Buryats negotiate impossible expectations, leveled by both themselves and others. They are
racialized within Russia as exotic Asians, but they are
also supposed to be somehow European and quintessentially modern, a “bridge” for European Russians to
a wilder East. The core tension examined in the book
is that people expect local Buryat institutions such as
newspapers to affirm indigenous language and culture—and, as illustrated throughout the book, they genuinely do represent key means for negotiating Buryat
belonging—but the forms they take are also assimilatory
and hyperinstitutional.
Local Institutions Are Also Operating within a Broader Sociopolitical Context in Russia That Has Become
Increasingly Racist
In Moscow, St. Petersburg, and other cities far from
Buryatia, people routinely mistake Buryats for Chinese
immigrants, based on racialized assumptions about Russia’s citizenry and who inhabits its cities. Xenophobia,
graffiti proclaiming “Russia for the (ethnic) Russians!,”
and periodic hate crimes against Buryats in western
Russian cities remind Buryats of their precarious status
in Russia’s racial hierarchy. Young people sometimes
identify as “Black” based on this racialized inequality
and what they see as a shared urban or working-class
lifestyle.
Whether this perceived likeness grows into political
action for racial justice remains to be seen. At present, it
seems unlikely that BLM will be the catalyst for reckoning with racism in Russia, for reasons unpacked further in
the book. But that doesn’t make the problem go away.

Mixed Messages
Mediating Native Belonging in Asian Russia
K athryn E. Gr aber

Focusing on language and media in Asian Russia, particularly
in Buryat territories, Mixed Messages engages debates about the
role of minority media in society, alternative visions of modernity, and the impact of media on everyday language use. Graber
demonstrates that language and the production, circulation, and
consumption of media are practices by which residents of the
region perform and negotiate competing possible identities.
What languages should be used in newspapers, magazines,
or radio and television broadcasts? Who should produce them?
What kinds of publics are and are not possible through media?
How exactly do discourses move into, out of, and through
the media to affect everyday social practices? Mixed Messages
addresses these questions through a rich ethnography of the
Russian Federation's Buryat territories, a multilingual and
multiethnic region on the Mongolian border with a complex
relationship to both Europe and Asia.
Mixed Messages shows that belonging in Asian Russia is a
dynamic process that one cannot capture analytically by using
straightforward categories of ethnolinguistic identity.
Kathryn E. Graber is Assistant Professor of Anthropology and
Central Eurasian Studies at Indiana University.

$29.95 paperback | $14.99 ebook
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"Graber provides a multifaceted picture of
Buryat language and identity as enacted
and reinforced in a wide range of contexts,
including through the sphere of Buryat-language media, making Mixed Messages a
significant contribution to the study of
language and identity among non-Russian
peoples in Russia."— Jennifer Dickinson,
Associate Professor of Anthropology, University of Vermont
"Mixed Messages is beautifully written
throughout, with clear, confident prose that
brings to life some of the key concepts and
insights of linguistic anthropology."— Douglas Rogers, Yale University, author of The
Depths of Russia
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Bullets Not Ballots
Success in Counterinsurgency Warfare
Jacqueline L . Hazelton

In Bullets Not Ballots, Jacqueline L. Hazelton challenges the
claim that winning "hearts and minds" is critical to successful
counterinsurgency campaigns. Good governance, this conventional wisdom holds, gains the besieged government popular
support, denies support to the insurgency, and makes military
victory possible. Hazelton argues that major counterinsurgent
successes since World War II have resulted not through democratic reforms but rather through the use of military force
against civilians and the co-optation of rival elites.
Hazelton offers new analyses of five historical cases frequently held up as examples of the effectiveness of good governance
in ending rebellions—the Malayan Emergency, the Greek Civil
War, the Huk Rebellion in the Philippines, the Dhofar rebellion
in Oman, and the Salvadoran Civil War—to show that, although
unpalatable, it was really brutal repression and bribery that
brought each conflict to an end. By showing how compellence
works in intrastate conflicts, Bullets Not Ballots makes clear
that whether or not the international community decides these
human, moral, and material costs are acceptable, responsible
policymaking requires recognizing the actual components of
counterinsurgent success—and the limited influence that external powers have over the tactics of counterinsurgent elites.
Jacqueline L . Ha zelton is Assistant Professor in the Department of Strategy and Policy at the U.S. Naval War College.
Her work has been published in outlets including International
Security, The Journal of Strategic Studies, and Parameters. Before
returning to academia, she was a journalist with the Associated
Press. Follow her on Twitter @DrJLHazelton.

"Jacqueline L. Hazelton makes the provocative case for the importance of military
force and elite bargains in success against
insurgent forces. Based on a careful analysis of five historical cases, Bullets Not
Ballots will ignite academic debate and
give pause to policy makers who pursue
counterinsurgency."D eborah Avant,
University of Denver, author of Political
Institutions and Military Change
"Bullets Not Ballots offers a provocative
argument about the limits of "hearts and
minds" counterinsurgency. Using a set of
historical comparisons, Hazelton advances
an alternative explanation for success and
failure in counterinsurgency. As scholars
and analysts grapple with the limits of
American interventions since 9/11, this book
provides important food for thought."—Paul
Staniland, University of Chicago, author of
Networks of Rebellion
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Policing China
Street-Level Cops in the Shadow of Protest
Suzanne E. Scoggins

In Policing China, Suzanne E. Scoggins delves into the paradox
of China's self-projection of a strong security state while having
a weak police bureaucracy. Assessing the problems of resources, enforcement, and oversight that beset the police, outside of
cracking down on political protests, Scoggins finds that the
central government and the Ministry of Public Security have
prioritized "stability maintenance" (weiwen) to the detriment
of nearly every aspect of policing. The result, she argues, is a
hollowed out and ineffective police force that struggles to deal
with everyday crime.
Using interviews with police officers up and down the hierarchy, as well as station data, news reports, and social media
postings, Scoggins probes the challenges faced by ground-level
officers and their superiors at the Ministry of Public Security as
they attempt to do their jobs in the face of funding limitations,
reform challenges, and structural issues. Policing China concludes that despite the social control exerted by China's powerful
bureaucracies, security failures at the street level have undermined Chinese citizens' trust in the legitimacy of the police and
the capabilities of the state.
Suzanne E. Scoggins is Assistant Professor of Political Science at Clark University. Follow her on Twitter @szscoggins.

STUDIES OF THE WEATHERHEAD EAST ASIAN INSTITUTE, COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY

$39.95 hardcover | $19.95 ebook
198 pages, 6 x 9, 7 b&w halftones, 1 b&w line drawing, 2 charts
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"Policing China is truly a unique contribution
to China studies, based on enterprising fieldwork. It humanizes China's police officers,
who have received less scholarly attention
than they deserve, and contains perspectives
and arguments that will surprise readers."
—Benjamin Read, University of California,
Santa Cruz, author of Roots of the State
"Policing China is a high-quality study of
frontline policing in China—a topic that has
not been covered in a sustained way outside
China."—Susan Trevaskes, Griffith University, Australia, author of Courts and Criminal
Justice in Contemporary China

Mobilizing Japanese Youth
The Cold War and the Making of the Sixties
Generation
Christopher Gerteis

In Mobilizing Japanese Youth, Christopher Gerteis examines
how non-state institutions in Japan—left-wing radicals and
right-wing activists—attempted to mold the political consciousness of the nation's first postwar generation, which by
the late 1960s were the demographic majority of voting-age
adults. Gerteis argues that socially constructed aspects of
class and gender preconfigured the forms of political rhetoric
and social organization that both the far-right and far-left
deployed to mobilize postwar, further exacerbating the levels
of social and political alienation expressed by young blue- and
pink- collar working men and women well into the 1970s,
illustrated by high-profile acts of political violence committed
by young Japanese in this era.
As Gerteis shows, Japanese youth were profoundly inf luenced by a transnational f low of ideas and people that constituted a unique historical convergence of pan-Asianism, Mao-ism,
black nationalism, anti-imperialism, anticommunism, neo-fascism, and ultra-nationalism. Mobilizing Japanese Youth carefully
unpacks their formative experiences and the social, cultural, and
political challenges to both the hegemonic culture and the authority of the Japanese state that engulfed them. The 1950s-style
mass-mobilization efforts orchestrated by organized labor could
not capture their political imagination in the way that more
extreme ideologies could. By focusing on how far-right and
far-left organizations attempted to reach-out to young radicals,
especially those of working-class origins, this book offers a new
understanding of successive waves of youth radicalism since
1960.

"In this useful addition to our understanding
of the global 1960s, Gerteis follows attempts
on the left and right to mobilize the '60s
generation. The work is informed by class
and gender perspectives often obscured and
offers an alternate view to the typical image
of cooptation and political apathy."—Wesley
Sasaki-Uemura, University of Utah, author
of Organizing the Spontaneous
"Christopher Gerteis works with a fascinating range of sources, from labor union
publications to agitprop and pink movies,
punk music, raunchy sports newspapers,
children's cartoons, NHK surveys, and CIA
documents to provide a rich image of social
ferment at the alienated fringes and in the
mainstream of Japanese society during the
turbulent 1950s–60s and since."—David
Ambaras, North Carolina State University,
Raleigh, author of Bad Youth

Christopher Gerteis is Associate Professor of Contemporary Japanese History at SOAS University of London and
Associate Professor and Academic Editor at the University
of Tokyo's Institute for Advanced Studies on Asia. He is the
author of Gender Struggles.
STUDIES OF THE WEATHERHEAD EAST ASIAN INSTITUTE, COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY
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RECENT AWARD WINNING BOOKS

Winner of the Viviana
Zelizer Award for Best
Book

Co-winner of the Dr.
Sona Aronian Book
Prizes for Excellence
in Armenian Studies

Co-winner of the Award
for Best Book in NonNorth American Urban
History
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Winner of the Association for the Study
of the Arts of the
Present Book Prize

Republicanism, Communism,
Islam
Cosmopolitan Origins of Revolution in
Southeast Asia
John T. Sidel

In Republicanism, Communism, Islam, John T. Sidel provides an
alternate vantage point for understanding the variegated forms
and trajectories of revolution across the Philippines, Indonesia,
and Vietnam, a perspective that is de-nationalized, internationalized, and transnationalized. Sidel positions this new vantage
point against the conventional framing of revolutions in modern
Southeast Asian history in terms of a nationalist template, on
the one hand, and distinctive local cultures and forms of consciousness, on the other.
Sidel's comparative analysis shows how—in very different,
decisive, and often surprising ways—the Philippine, Indonesian, and Vietnamese revolutions were informed, enabled, and
impelled by diverse cosmopolitan connections and international
conjunctures. Sidel addresses the role of Freemasonry in the
making of the Philippine revolution, the importance of Communism and Islam in Indonesia's Revolusi, and the influence that
shifting political currents in China and anticolonial movements
in Africa had on Vietnamese revolutionaries. Through this assessment, Republicanism, Communism, and Islam tracks how
these forces, rather than nationalism per se, shaped the forms
of these revolutions, the ways in which they unfolded, and the
legacies which they left in their wakes.  
John T. Sidel is the Sir Patrick Gillam Professor of International and Comparative Politics at the London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE). His previous books include
Capital, Coercion, and Crime, The Islamist Threat in Southeast
Asia, and Riots, Pogroms, Jihad.

"Republicanism, Communism, Islam is an
original and innovative study of the dramatic
nationalist revolutions that unfolded between the late nineteenth and mid-twentieth
centuries in the colonial territories that eventually became the Philippines, Indonesia and
Vietnam."—Peter B. Zinoman, University of
California, Berkeley, author of The Colonial
Bastille
"A learned and very sophisticated book.
John T. Sidel pushes against the grain of
the normative narrative—that nations were
constructed by nationalism in Southeast
Asia over the long twentieth century. Rather,
he looks in paradoxically international directions to find his muse in explaining these
shifting currents—and in doing so, uncovers
whole new worlds in the birthing of three
countries. Riveting."—Eric Tagliacozzo, Cornell University, editor of Producing Indonesia
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The Roots of Resilience
Party Machines and Grassroots Politics in
Southeast Asia
Meredith L . Weiss

The Roots of Resilience examines governance from the ground
up in the world's two most enduring electoral authoritarian or
"hybrid" regimes—Singapore and Malaysia—where politically
liberal and authoritarian features are blended to evade substantive democracy. Although skewed elections, curbed civil liberties,
and a dose of coercion help sustain these regimes, selectively
structured state policies and patronage, partisan machines that
effectively stand in for local governments, and diligently sustained clientelist relations between politicians and constituents
are equally important.
While key attributes of these regimes differ, affecting the
scope, character, and balance among national parties and policies, local machines, and personalized linkages—and notwithstanding a momentous change of government in Malaysia in
2018—the similarity in the overall patterns in these countries
confirms the salience of these dimensions. As Meredith L. Weiss
shows, taken together, these attributes accustom citizens to the
system in place, making meaningful change in how electoral
mobilization and policymaking happen all the harder to change.
This authoritarian acculturation is key to the durability of both
regimes, but, given weaker party competition and party–civil
society links, is stronger in Singapore than Malaysia. High levels
of authoritarian acculturation, amplifying the political payoffs
of what parties and politicians actually provide their constituents, explain why electoral turnover alone is insufficient for real
regime change in either state.
Meredith L . Weiss is Professor of Political Science in the
Rockefeller College of Public Affairs & Policy at the University
at Albany, State University of New York. She is author of Student
Activism in Malaysia and Protest and Possibilities.

$43.95 hardcover | $21.99 ebook
288 pages, 6 x 9
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"The knowledge of contemporary grassroots
politics and historical political development
in both Malaysia and Singapore that Weiss
brings to bear in this book is beyond impressive. The Roots of Resilience is a major
contribution that will be widely read for a
very long time."—Dan Slater, University of
Michigan, author of Ordering Power
"This is a very insightful book on the dynamics of party politics, regime endurance,
and clientelism in Malaysia and Singapore.
Weiss has clearly spent much time getting to
know the ground in Malaysia and Singapore,
and meeting with politicians, civil society
groups, and other relevant actors. This deep
knowledge is reflected in the book."—Erik
Martinez Kuhonta, McGill University, author of The Institutional Imperative
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Mobilizing for Development
The Modernization of Rural East Asia
Kristen E. Looney

Mobilizing for Development tackles the question of how countries achieve rural development and offers a new way of
thinking about East Asia's political economy that challenges
the developmental state paradigm. Through a comparison of
Taiwan (1950s–1970s), South Korea (1950s–1970s), and China
(1980s–2000s), Kristen E. Looney shows that different types of
development outcomes—improvements in agricultural production, rural living standards, and the village environment—were
realized to different degrees, at different times, and in different
ways. She argues that rural modernization campaigns, defined
as policies demanding high levels of mobilization to effect
dramatic change, played a central role in the region and that
divergent development outcomes can be attributed to the interplay between campaigns and institutions. The analysis departs
from common portrayals of the developmental state as wholly
technocratic and demonstrates that rural development was not
just a byproduct of industrialization.
Looney's research is based on several years of fieldwork in
Asia and makes a unique contribution by systematically comparing China's development experience with other countries.
Relevant to political science, economic history, rural sociology,
and Asian Studies, the book enriches our understanding of
state-led development and agrarian change.

Kristen Looney is Assistant Professor of Asian Studies and
Government at Georgetown University.

$45.00 hardcover | $21.99 ebook
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"Mobilizing for Development challenges
the dominant view of the East Asian state
development model by focusing on different strands of political culture and modes
of politics. The focus on how institutions
and campaigns interacted to affect rural
development in East Asia provides a new
theoretical understanding of the developmental state and other bodies of literature
on development."—Dr. Kate Xiao Zhou,
University of Hawaii
"Kristen Looney's path-breaking book forces
us to rethink the state's role in development
strategies, the ways in which rural society
organizes politically for economic gain, and
how to compare East Asian newly-industrializing economies. Her explanatory mechanism is political campaigns, an audacious
analytical approach that will change the
way we understand urban bias, state-society
relations, and developmental imperatives."
—Andrew Mertha, Johns Hopkins University,
author of Brothers in Arms

Campaign Politics: A Different
View of the East A sian Model

I

Kristen Looney

n 2017, Chinese President Xi Jinping announced a
new “rural revitalization strategy” and pledged to eradicate extreme poverty by 2020. While the intention of
the policy is laudable, for tens of millions of families, it
has meant giving up their homes, farmland, and village
communities, and moving into mass housing complexes
built on the outskirts of unfamiliar cities and towns. It has
also meant ceding control over agricultural production
to large-scale “dragon head enterprises” and adapting
to new forms of employment and welfare.
China’s latest drive to modernize the countryside
has been top-down, state-led, and implemented at a
dizzying pace, qualities which should come as no surprise to anyone familiar with the Chinese Communist
Party. Since the 1920s, the CCP has launched hundreds
of mobilization campaigns to transform society and accomplish state goals, usually with mixed but dramatic results. The recent “war on poverty” reflects that historical
legacy. But it is also part of something bigger: a long
tradition in the region of state-sponsored development
campaigns, dating back to Meiji-era Japan.
When I started researching my book ten years ago,
China was in the midst of another development campaign to “build a new socialist countryside.” The Hu
Jintao administration’s resurrection of that slogan, which
first gained prominence in the 1950s, imbued the campaign with a revolutionary quality. The shadow of Maoism could also be seen in the use of propaganda, cadre
works teams, and villager mobilization. Yet, for most
local officials charged with implementation, their key
frame of reference was not Maoist China, but Japan,
Taiwan, and South Korea.
Despite increased rhetoric about a Chinese development model or “Beijing Consensus,” China still sees itself
as a developing country faced with enormous socioeconomic challenges: a huge rural-urban wealth gap, equally significant intra-rural disparities, and poverty linked
to subsistence agriculture. And just as early reformers
looked to China’s neighbors for clues about how to introduce markets and build institutions, the “East Asian
model” continues to inform Chinese leaders’ views of
development and of the countryside in particular.
In Mobilizing for Development, I argue that campaigns—defined as policies demanding high levels of
mobilization to effect dramatic change—have played a
central role in East Asia’s rural transformation. Through

a structured comparison of cases, I further show that
divergent development outcomes can be attributed to
the interplay between campaigns and institutions.
Many of the region’s campaigns occurred at the
later stages of industrialization in order to remedy the
problems of inequality, poverty, and agriculture’s relative
decline. They were carried out under the banners of
“local improvement” and “rural revitalization” in Japan,
“community development” in Taiwan, and building “new
villages” in South Korea.
Similar to China, these countries’ campaigns had a
profound impact on rural life. However, Western scholarship on the region’s political economy has overlooked
them almost entirely. Instead, it has focused on explaining industrial development and bureaucratic capacity.
Campaigns, with their disruptive and ideological tendencies, simply do not accord with the image of skilled
technocrats making smart economic policy decisions.
The fact that campaigns often fail is another reason
they have been ignored, although in East Asia they
have sometimes contributed positively to development,
bringing paved roads, electricity, clean water, and safe
housing to poor and isolated communities. My research
challenges extreme views of campaigns (as inherently
disastrous) and invites readers to consider how their
outcomes are shaped by different political-institutional
contexts.
Mobilized participation, though contrary to liberal
democratic principles, is fundamental to politics and
policy implementation in much of the world. Fifty years
ago, South Korea launched its own “great leap forward,”
as Park Chung-hee so called the New Village Movement. That campaign is still widely regarded as a major
national achievement. In China, the tradition of rural
modernization campaigns lives on, as does the use of
campaigns for policy enforcement, ideological work, anti-corruption, and crisis management.
East Asian states’ propensity for mobilization can
even be seen in recent efforts to contain the coronavirus
pandemic. Whereas news reports tend to present China’s more authoritarian approach as different from its
democratic neighbors, one implication of my research is
that the similarities may in fact outweigh the differences.

BEHIND THE BOOK

Time and Migration
How Long-Term Taiwanese Migrants
Negotiate Later Life
Ken Chih-Yan Sun

Based on longitudinal ethnographic work on migration between
the United States and Taiwan, Time and Migration interrogates
how long-term immigrants negotiate their needs as they grow
older and how transnational migration shapes later-life transitions. Ken Chih-Yan Sun develops the concept of a "temporalities
of migration" to examine the interaction between space, place,
and time. He demonstrates how long-term settlement in the
United States, coupled with changing homeland contexts, has
inspired aging immigrants and returnees to rethink their sense
of social belonging, remake intimate relations, and negotiate
opportunities and constraints across borders. The interplay
between migration and time shapes the ways aging migrant
populations reassess and reconstruct relationships with their
children, spouses, grandchildren, community members, and
home, as well as host societies. Aging, Sun argues, is a global
issue and must be reconsidered in a cross-border environment.
Ken Chih-Yan Sun is Assistant Professor of Sociology and
Criminology at Villanova University.

"Based on rigorous research and fieldwork,
Time and Migration drives home just how
much aging is a transnational process
involving sending and receiving countries
that change dramatically over time. Sun's
book captures this vividly through engaging
stories written with a lot of heart. Scholars
of migration, aging, and transnational social protection will learn much from these
pages."—Peggy Levitt, Wellesley College,
author of Artifacts and Allegiancesv

"Based on years of meticulous research, and
following the "temporal turn" in migration
studies, this beautifully written book explores through a life-course perspective
multiple aspects of the lives of aging Taiwanese migrants in the United States and in
Taiwan."—Russell King, University of Sussex
"By drawing attention to the importance
of temporality and life stage, Time and
Migration challenges the field of migration
studies to move away from analyses that are
based on one point in time in the life of a
migrant. Beautifully written and chock-full
of insights, Time and Migration is essential
reading for those interested in migration,
families and aging."—Nazli Kibria, Boston
University

$49.95 hardcover | $24.99 ebook
264 pages, 6 x 9
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Catching Up with Ken Sun
What’s your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?

"How, for
example, does
the passage of
time change
or complicate
immigrants'
experiences?"

Mrs. Chin lived in the US for more than
three decades. Having lost much of her
mobility after her unsuccessful surgery
in the United States, she decided to move
back to Taiwan, where she could afford
to hire domestic workers and live in a
well-equipped assisted-living facility. She
indicated that her decision to relocate to
Taiwan was in part an effort to relieve
her children of the competing demands
of paid work and elder care.
I asked her how she felt about being
thousands of miles away from her children. She said that she was fine but felt
sorry for the elderly in the US; when they
were too sick to stay self-sufficient, most
of them could not return to the homeland
where affordable personal and medical
care is available. Her comments, to me,
point to the steep inequalities with which
many aging individuals – migrants and
nonmigrants – are struggling in the US
and transnationally.
What do you wish you had known when
you started writing your book, that you
know now?
When I entered the field, I wanted to
explore how homeland traditions shapes
the ways older immigrants negotiate
their later life transitions. Oriented by

my understanding of Chinese/Taiwanese cultural orientations, I expected to
hear a lot of intergenerational conf licts
in immigrant families. However, I was
surprised to find that the majority of my
respondents are adapting to what they
perceive as American cultural landscape.
Then, I realize that “becoming American” is actually a lifelong project for my
respondents, since they spent many or
most of their working years living, working, and raising families in the United
States. And they are the parents and
grandparents of “Americans” no matter
how much they agree with what they
perceive as the mainstream US culture.
How do you wish you could change the
field?
I hope that my book can motivate scholars of migration, aging, and families
to incorporate time into their analyses.
First, my book seeks to offer insights
into the long-term consequences of immigration. How, for example, does the
passage of time change or complicate immigrants’ experiences? What happens to
“newcomers” who spend several decades
living in a place that might no longer be
“foreign”? How do they feel about experiencing life transitions, transnationally,
in an adopted country?
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Immigrant Japan
Mobility and Belonging in an Ethnonationalist Society
Gr acia Liu-Farrer

Immigrant Japan? Sounds like a contradiction, but as Gracia
Liu-Farrer shows, millions of immigrants make their lives in
Japan, dealing with the tensions between belonging and not
belonging in this ethno-nationalist country. Why do people want
to come to Japan? Where do immigrants with various resources
and demographic profiles fit in the economic landscape? How
do immigrants narrate belonging in an environment where they
are "other" at a time when mobility is increasingly easy and
belonging increasingly complex?
Gracia Liu-Farrer illuminates the lives of these immigrants
by bringing in sociological, geographical, and psychological theories—guiding the reader through life trajectories of migrants
of diverse backgrounds while also going so far as to suggest that
Japan is already an immigrant country.
Gr acia Liu-Farrer is Professor of Sociology at the Graduate
School of Asia-Pacific Studies, and Director of Institute of Asian
Migrations, Waseda University, Japan. She is the author of Labor
Migration from China to Japan and coeditor of the Routledge
Handbook of Asian Migrations.

"Immigrant Japan is a welcome addition to a
growing body of scholarship on global migration. The personal narratives presented
are vibrant and the analysis is nuanced and
insightful."—Ryoko Yamamoto, SUNY Old
Westbury, Sociology Department
"Liu-Farrer's interpretive analysis of the
voices of migrants and immigrants provides
a distinctive perspective on the relationship
between migration and belonging in Japan.
It reveals how these subjects engage Japanese society and policies to create a space
for themselves as immigrants."—Deborah
Milly, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University, author of New Policies for
New Residents
"Twenty years of case studies—combined
with rigorous and theoretically informed
argument—mean that Immigrant Japan
more than lives up to its provocative title.
It should hit on the head, once and for all,
the simplistic assumption that Japan is a
country that is incapable of incorporating
immigrants."—Roger Goodman, University
of Oxford

$39.95 hardcover | $19.95 ebook
276 pages, 6 x 9, 3 charts
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Women in the Sky
Gender and Labor in the Making of Modern
Korea
Hwasook Nam

Women in the Sky examines Korean women factory workers'
century-long activism, from the 1920s to the present, with a
focus on gender politics both in the labor movement and in the
larger society. It highlights several key moments in colonial and
postcolonial Korean history when factory women commanded
the attention of the larger society, including the early 1930s
rubber shoe workers' general strike in Pyongyang, the early
1950s textile workers' struggle in South Korea, the 1970s "democratic" union movement led by female factory workers, and
women workers' activism against neoliberal restructuring in
recent decades.
Hwasook Nam asks why women workers in South Korea,
despite a century of persistent militant struggle and their indisputable contributions to the labor movement and the successful
democracy movement, have been relegated to the periphery in
activist and mainstream narratives. Women in the Sky opens
and closes with stories of high-altitude sit-ins—a phenomenon
unique to South Korea—beginning with rubber shoe worker
Kang Churyong's sit-in in 1931 and ending with numerous sitins in the South Korean labor movement today, including that
of Kim Jin-sook.
Women in the Sky tries to understand and rectify the vast
gap between the crucial roles women industrial workers played
in the process of Korea's modernization and their relative invisibility as key players in social and historical narratives. By
using gender and class as analytical categories, Nam presents
a comprehensive study and rethinking of twentieth-century
nation-building history of Korea through the lens of female
industrial worker activism.

"Women in the Sky breaks new ground by
examining women workers' labor activism
in both colonial and postcolonial periods,
expanding the context for understanding
contemporary women workers' militant
activism, showing how mainstream labor
history has made their contribution invisible, and exploring the relationship between
workers and intellectuals."—Seung-Kyung
Kim, Indiana University, author of The
Korean Women's Movement and the State
"This book is a magnificent achievement. In
its pages we discover a history of labor and
capital in Korea that has never been told, of
a nation-building process that was consolidated by class and gender violence. Meticulously researched and rich in anecdote,
this is a powerful, moving, and beautifully
written book."—Ruth Barraclough, Australian National University, author of Factory
Girl Literature

Hwasook Nam is Emeritus Associate Professor of History at
the University of Washington. In addition to numerous articles
and book chapters, she is the author of Building Ships, Building
a Nation. She is also the coeditor of Beyond Death.
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Reworking Japan
Changing Men at Work and Play under
Neoliberalism
Nana Okur a Gagné

Reworking Japan examines how the past several decades of neoliberal economic restructuring and reforms in Japan have reshaped the nation's corporate ideologies, gender ideologies, and
subjectivities of individual employees. With Japan's remarkable
economic growth since the 1950s, the lifestyles and life courses
of "salarymen" came to embody the "New Middle Class" family
ideal. As Nana Okura Gagné demonstrates, however, the nearly
three decades of economic stagnation since the bursting of the
economic bubble in the early 1990s has tarnished this positive
image of salarymen. In a sweeping appraisal of recent history,
Gagné shows how economic restructuring has reshaped Japanese corporations, workers, and ideals, as well as how Japanese
companies and employees have responded to such changes.
Gagné explores Japan's fraught and problematic transition
from the postwar ideology of "companyism" to the emergent ideology of neoliberalism and the subsequent large-scale economic
restructuring. By juxtaposing Japan's economic history with
case studies and life stories, Gagné goes beyond the abstract
to explore the human dimension of the neoliberal reforms that
have impacted the nation's corporate governance, socioeconomic
class, workers' ideals, and gender relations. Reworking Japan,
with its firsthand analysis of how the supposedly hegemonic
neoliberal regime does not completely transform existing cultural frames and social relations, will shake up preconceived ideas
about Japanese men in general and salarymen in particular.
Nana Okur a Gagné is Assistant Professor at The Chinese
University of Hong Kong.
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"This is a fresh and compelling analysis of
the salaryman, the iconic figure of corporate
Japan. Through sensitive and imaginative
ethnography and a skillful application of a
post-Gramscian theory of hegemony, Nana
Okura Gagné significantly advances our understanding of the economic restructuring
of twenty-first-century Japan and the global
mutations of neoliberal dogma."—William W.
Kelly, Yale University
"Based on more than a decade of research exploring how neoliberal reforms in Japan have
been experienced by individual members
of the dominant middle classes, Reworking
Japan will be of interest to scholars not only
of Japan but also of neoliberalism more
broadly. The life histories are rich and fascinating."—Joshua Roth, Mount Holyoke
College, author of Brokered Homeland
"Reworking Japan is a substantial contribution
to the literature on labor and neoliberalism
in contemporary Japan. Highlighting the
diversity of salarymen, Nana Okura Gagné
deftly traces the complexities of individual
lives as they negotiate competing ideologies."—Emma E. Cook, Hokkaido University,
author of Reconstructing Adult Masculinities

Stitching the 24-Hour City
Life, Labor, and the Problem of Speed in Seoul
Seo Young Park

Stitching the 24-Hour City reveals the intense speed of garment
production and everyday life in Dongdaemun, a lively market in
Seoul, South Korea. Once the site of uprisings against oppressive
working conditions in the 1970s and 1980s, Dongdaemun has
now become iconic for its creative economy, nightlife, fast-fashion factories, and shopping plazas. Seo Young Park follows
the work of people who witnessed and experienced the rapidly
changing marketplace from the inside. Through this approach,
Park examines the meanings and politics of work in one of the
world's most vibrant and dynamic global urban marketplaces.
Park brings readers into close contact with the garment
designers, workers, and traders who sustain the extraordinary
speed of fast-fashion production and circulation, as well as the
labor activists who challenge it. Attending to their narratives
and practices of work, Park argues that speed, rather than being
a singular drive of acceleration, is an entanglement of uneven
paces of life, labor, the market, and the city itself.
Stitching the 24-Hour City exposes the under-studied experiences with Dongdaemun fast fashion, peeling back layers of
temporal politics of labor and urban space to record the human
source of the speed that characterizes the never-ending movement of the 24-hour city.

$26.95 paperback | $12.99 ebook
186 pages, 6 x 9, 11 b&w halftones, 3 maps

"Stitching the 24-Hour City is a brilliant
ethnography that plays on humanistic
anthropology's strength of nuanced meaning making within mundane daily actions
and experiences, while also illuminating
seemingly disconnected scenes and components."—Jesook Song, University of Toronto,
author of Living on your Own
"Stitching the 24-Hour City offers an
ethnography of temporality, affect, and
labor focused on fast-fashion garment-industry workers clustered around Seoul's
Dongdaemun market. The quality of the
ethnography itself is excellent; Seo Young
Park has clearly spent much time with
garment workers, come to understand how
the temporalities of their work and personal
lives are intertwined, and it shows."—Robert
M. Oppenheim, University of Texas, Austin,
author of Kyongju Things
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Contesting Precarity in Japan
The Rise of Nonregular Workers and the New
Policy Dissensus
Saori Shibata

Contesting Precarity in Japan details the new forms of workers'
protest and opposition that have developed as Japan's economy
has transformed over the past three decades and highlights their
impact upon the country's policymaking process.
Drawing on a new dataset charting protest events from the
1980s to the present, Saori Shibata produces the first systematic
study of Japan's new precarious labour movement. It details
the movement's rise during Japan's post-bubble economic
transformation and highlights the different and innovative
forms of dissent that mark the end of the country's famously
non-confrontational industrial relations. In doing so, moreover,
she shows how this new pattern of industrial and social tension
is reflected within the country's macroeconomic policymaking,
resulting in a new policy dissensus that has consistently failed
to offer policy reforms that would produce a return to economic
growth. As a result, Shibata argues that the Japanese model
of capitalism has therefore become increasingly disorganized.
Saori Shibata is Assistant Professor at Leiden University.

"Contesting Precarity arrives at a critical conjuncture in which a large and an expanding
swath of the labor force occupy precarious
positions. Applying a fresh point of view,
any courses on industrial relations and labor
movements should require this book."—Heidi Gottfried, Wayne State University, author
of The Reproductive Bargain
"Shibata develops a clear and theoretically
elaborated argument that is backed up
with well-done empirical analyses of new
empirical material. Contesting Precarity
provides an innovative contribution to the
literature."—David Chiavacci, University
of Zurich, co-author of Social Inequality in
Post-Growth Japan
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The Japanese Economy: Before and
After COVID-19

T

Saori Shibata

he COVID-19 crisis will inevitably have a massive impact on the global economy. As part of
this, the Japanese economy is predicted to experience a recession which will likely have a significant
negative effect on labor in Japan. It was in the midst of
the 2008 Great Recession that I began the research into
the Japanese political economy and the labor movement that is now contained in this new book, Contesting
Precarity in Japan. The 2008 crisis saw a large number of
workers lose their jobs across Japan, with many not only
losing their jobs but also their homes.
Now, in the light of this new COVID-19 crisis, we
have already begun to hear another round of news
across Japan, highlighting job losses and the cancellation of new hiring by firms. It is in this conjuncture
that Contesting Precarity in Japan will provide insights
for those seeking to understand both how economic
crises have affected Japanese workers in the past and
how those workers were able to respond to the changed
conditions in which they found themselves. As such,
the book provides a perspective through which to view
the present crisis, to consider how the COVID-19 crisis might be expected to change the nature of work in
Japan, and the responses that workers, politicians, and
business leaders might adopt.
As Contesting Precarity in Japan shows, Japan’s
economy has been transformed over the past three decades, including the emergence of new forms of grassroots protest and opposition. This has had an important
impact on Japan’s policymaking process. As a result, the
contemporary Japanese economy is marked by new
forms of worker-led protest, which in turn created unforeseen problems for Japan’s economy and economic
policymakers, including those faced by the package of
economic reforms referred to as ‘Abenomics’.
Since 1990, the Japanese economy has struggled to
recover from a major economic and financial bubble.
The economy has rapidly shifted away from its unique
pattern of lifetime employment and a famously loyal
workforce. Casual employment now represents over 40
percent of the labor market. But this has also resulted
in more frequent and more innovative forms of protest
and dissent—witnessing the creation of a new and vibrant precarious labour movement.
Contesting Precarity in Japan draws on a new dataset
charting protest events from the 1980s to the present. It

produces the first systematic study of Japan’s new precarious labour movement and details the movement’s
rise throughout the post-bubble economic transformation. In doing so, it shows how this new pattern of industrial and social tension is reflected within the country’s
macroeconomic policymaking, resulting in a new policy
dissensus that has consistently failed to offer policy reforms that would produce a return to economic growth.
As we turn now, with the onset of the COVID-19 crisis, to a new episode in the turbulent history of Japan’s
political economy, Contesting Precarity in Japan provides an important insight into the changing nature of
Japan’s economy and the new role of non-regular workers in contesting, and changing, those developments.

BEHIND THE BOOK

More than Medals
A History of the Paralympics and Disability
Sports in Postwar Japan
Dennis J. Frost

How does a small provincial city in southern Japan become
the site of a world-famous wheelchair marathon that has been
attracting the best international athletes since 1981?
In More Than Medals, Dennis J. Frost answers this question and addresses the histories of individuals, institutions,
and events—the 1964 Paralympics, the FESPIC Games, the
Oita International Wheelchair Marathon, the Nagano Winter
Paralympics, and the 2021 Tokyo Summer Games that played
important roles in the development of disability sports in Japan.
Sporting events in the postwar era, Frost shows, have repeatedly
served as forums for addressing the concerns of individuals
with disabilities. More Than Medals provides new insights on
the cultural and historical nature of disability and demonstrates
how sporting events have challenged some stigmas associated
with disability, while reinforcing or generating others.
Frost analyzes institutional materials and uses close readings
of media, biographical sources, and interviews with Japanese
athletes to highlight the profound—though often ambiguous—
ways in which sports have shaped how postwar Japan has perceived and addressed disability. His novel approach highlights
the importance of the Paralympics and the impact that disability
sports have had on Japanese society.
Dennis J. Frost is Wen Chao Chen Associate Professor of
East Asian Social Sciences in the Department of History at
Kalamazoo College. He is author of Seeing Stars.
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"English language materials in this subject
area are currently almost nonexistent.
With its rich detail and use of original
Japanese-language sources, this book is a
must-have for anyone wishing to understand
the development of disability sport in Japan."—Ian Brittain, Centre for Business in
Society, Coventry University, author of The
Paralympic Games Explained
"In this high-quality book, Dennis J. Frost
synthesizes a wide range of materials in
Japanese and English to introduce to an
English-speaking audience Japan's involvement in and contribution to sports for
persons with disabilities."—Lee Thompson,
Waseda University, coauthor of Japanese
Sports

“More Than a Normal Marathon”:
Four Decades of Wheelchair
R acing in Ōita, Japan

N

Dennis J. Frost

ovember 15, 2020, was supposed to be a momentous day in Ōita, Japan. The city had long
been set to welcome hundreds of wheelchair
racers from all over the world to participate in the 40th
annual Ōita International Wheelchair Marathon. A
milestone event in its own right, the anniversary race
was also meant to be an exciting postscript to the Tokyo
2020 Paralympics, one that would likely feature a hardfought rematch of recent Paralympic medalists. But like
much else in 2020, plans in Ōita changed dramatically
with the pandemic.
Marathon organizers postponed the anniversary celebration. They opted instead to hold a scaled-back race
in 2020 that only included athletes from Japan, a disappointing outcome for a marathon that has been hosting
the world’s best racers every year since 1981. If all goes
according to plan (never a given, especially these days),
the 40th marathon will be held in the autumn of 2021
with appropriate celebratory pomp and the welcome
return of wheelchair racers from abroad.
Launched in 1981 to commemorate the United Nations International Year of Disabled Persons, the Ōita
International Wheelchair Marathon was the first event
of its kind, an international, wheelchair-only, long-distance road race. At the time, it was one of only a handful
of long-distance races around the world even open to
athletes with physical disabilities, and in 1983, Ōita’s pioneering race became the first internationally sanctioned
wheelchair marathon.
Today it continues to be the world’s largest, featuring
both a half marathon and a full marathon sanctioned
by the International Paralympic Committee. Over the
course of its history, Ōita’s marathon has welcomed
more than 10,000 racers from more than seventy-five
countries, witnessed several world-record performances,
and played a prominent role in disability sports research.
The event has become an unparalleled annual celebration of disability sport, a highlight of the region’s yearly
calendar, and a sporting destination on par with Tokyo,
Boston, or New York. In the words of the fourteen-time
winner and current world-record holder Heinz Frei, Ōita’s marathon is “more than a normal marathon.”
Despite its groundbreaking history, for most people
outside of wheelchair racing circles, Ōita’s forty-year-old
race has remained unknown or overlooked. Even those

who have heard of the event are often surprised to learn
that it has such a distinguished past. In this sense, Ōita’s
marathon is perhaps more emblematic than not. For
one, sports for people with disabilities have only recently begun to attract broader awareness. For many people, familiarity with disability sports begins and ends with
more recent international Paralympic Games, which
have attracted increased media attention. The long history and existence of disability sports beyond these mega-events has received far less notice. Lack of familiarity
with Ōita’s race also reflects the city’s peripheral status,
some six-hundred miles from Japan’s more recognized
capital of Tokyo. Even within Japan, few people would
expect to find any international sporting event in such
a location, let alone one of the oldest, largest, and most
celebrated wheelchair marathons in the world.
Yet, Ōita’s emergence as Japan’s “cradle of disability
sports” beginning in the 1960s—one of several points I
examine in my new book—speaks to the importance of
uncovering Japan’s historical engagement with disability sports. With sixty years of active involvement with
the Paralympics, Japan has made multiple contributions
to the broader movement, contributions like Ōita’s
marathon, that have been largely overlooked until now.
Closer attention to Japan’s case also provides critical
new insights on the profound, though often ambiguous,
ways in which disability sporting events have influenced
approaches to and understandings of disability in Japan
and beyond.

BEHIND THE BOOK

Unwritten Rule
State-Making through Land Reform in
Cambodia
Alice Beban

In 2012, Cambodia—an epicenter of violent land grabbing—
announced a bold new initiative to develop land redistribution
efforts inside agribusiness concessions. Alice Beban's Unwritten
Rule focuses on this land reform to understand the larger nature
of democracy in Cambodia.
Beban contends that the national land-titling program, the
so-called leopard skin land reform, was first and foremost a
political campaign orchestrated by the world's longest-serving
prime minister, Hun Sen. The reform aimed to secure the loyalty of rural voters, produce "modern" farmers, and wrest control
over land distribution from local officials. Through ambiguous
legal directives and unwritten rules guiding the allocation of
land, the government fostered uncertainty and fear within local
communities. Unwritten Rule gives pause both to celebratory
claims that land reform will enable land tenure security, and
to critical claims that land reform will enmesh rural people
more tightly in state bureaucracies and create a fiscally legible
landscape. Instead, Beban argues that the extension of formal
property rights strengthened the very patronage-based politics
that Western development agencies hope to subvert.

"Alice Beban uses extensive and rigorous
fieldwork carried out under challenging
conditions to make compelling, conceptually
rich and nuanced claims about land relations
and land titling in contemporary Cambodia.
This is a remarkable book."—Derek Hall,
Wilfrid Laurier University
"Unwritten Rule is a compelling book examining the intersection of authoritarian
state power, rural capitalism, peasant dispossession, and the politics of land reform
in post-conflict Cambodia"—Keith Barney,
Australian National University

A l ice Beb a n is Senior Lecturer of Sociology at Massey
University.
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A Medicated Empire
The Pharmaceutical Industry and Modern
Japan
Timothy M. Yang

In A Medicated Empire, Timothy M. Yang explores the history
of Japan's pharmaceutical industry in the early twentieth century through a close account of Hoshi Pharmaceuticals, one
of East Asia's most inf luential drug companies from the late
1910s through the early 1950s. Focusing on Hoshi's connections to Japan's emerging nation-state and empire, and on the
ways in which it embraced an ideology of modern medicine as
a humanitarian endeavor for greater social good, Yang shows
how the industry promoted a hygienic, middle-class culture
that was part of Japan's national development and imperial
expansion.
Yang makes clear that the company's fortunes had less to
do with scientific breakthroughs and medical innovations than
with Japan's web of social, political, and economic relations. He
lays bare Hoshi's business strategies and its connections with
politicians and bureaucrats, and he describes how public health
authorities dismissed many of its products as placebos at best
and poisons at worst. Hoshi, like other pharmaceutical companies of the time, depended on resources and markets opened
up, often violently, through colonization. Combining global
histories of business, medicine, and imperialism, A Medicated Empire shows how the development of the pharmaceutical
industry simultaneously supported and subverted regimes of
public health at home and abroad.
Timothy M. Yang is Assistant Professor of History at the
University of Georgia.

STUDIES OF THE WEATHERHEAD EAST ASIAN INSTITUTE, COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY

$55.00 hardcover | $26.99 ebook
354 pages, 6 x 9, 25 b&w halftones, 3 b&w line drawings

"This book does a truly stellar job of telling a
narrative. The research is strong, the writing
is vivid, the contextual analysis and interpretive points are relevant and well done.
This is an exceptional work."—Sarah Thal,
University of Wisconsin Madison, author
of Rearranging the Landscape of the Gods
"A Medicated Empire is much more than a
probing analysis of the entrepreneurial
innovations of Hoshi Pharmaceuticals,
Japan's preeminent medicinal enterprise.
By situating it at the nexus of medical capitalism and the burgeoning imperial state,
Timothy M. Yang forcefully testifies to the
centrality of medicine and its business for
Japan's imperial aspirations. A must read
for students of Japan and of the history of
medicine and pharmaceuticals. "—Hoi-eun
Kim, Texas A&M University, author of
Doctors of Empire
"Within the recent spate of exciting contributions to the history of Japanese imperialism,
A Medicated Empire stands out for its careful
delineation of linkages between the worlds
of pharmacy and medicine on the one hand,
and the development of entrepreneurial
capitalism and commercialism on the other."—Miriam Kingsberg Kadia, University of
Colorado, author of Moral Nation
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